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Sena te in upro ar
over MUSO plan s

This tail section is the largest remaining piece of a Pease Air Force Base FB-lllA that crashed Friday in
Portsmouth. Only three people were slightly injured. Story, more photos, page five. (Jonathan Blake photo)

UNH plan s for the futur e
By Tim Hilchey
The University Master Plan
Commission has been meeting
since October of"Iast year to help
shape future education at UNH.
.. ..::f'he Commission, chaired by
John Nevin of the philosophy
department.devel oped a questionnaire circulated to all departments
on December 22, 1980. The
answers the departments give will
provide a comprehensive base for
recommendation s the Master Plan
Commission will send to UNH
President Evelyn Handler.
Handler is attempting a first at
UNH. Budget and program review
is a normal part of all learning
institutions but, according to
Nevin, Handler wants to combine
the two and make this review
••more comprehensive than in the
past."

According to Handler's
December 22 memo the goals of
the planning effort are ..to provide
the framework and rationale for
the allocation and reallocation of
scarce resources, to develop the
basis for future University
budgets, and to encourage and
support the development of strong
and appropriate academic
programs for the University."
The development plan will
direct programµiing over the next
five to ten years.
A series of questions geared to
assess the quality of programming
will take into account the number
of faculty and staff in each
department, the type and quantity
of interdisciplinary programs
current and projected, where
departments could cut spending,
how much space they will need,

PPO&M staff unio n
•
• •
gam
s recogn1t1o
n
By Maria Horn
The Physical Plant Operation
and Management (PPO&M)
operating staff and the University
have begun serious negotiations
for the first UNH union c.ontract

Inside
The I-Tones' showed their reggae
style Saturday night at the Mub
Pub. For details see tory page 16.
(Kevin Keegan photo)

after a December 22 N . H .
Supreme Court Ruling upheld an
earlier decision that this union was
an appropriate bargaining unit.
This local union belongs to the
American Federated State,
County. and Municipal employees
(AFSCME) and is the large t
union for public employees in the
United States. The N.H . council
no. 68 is located in 1Manche ter.
AFSCM E is one of the negotiators
for the union.
The University appealed a
decision by the Public Employees
Labor Relations Board (PELRB)
recognizing the PPO&M union,
arguing that the union was not an
appropriate representative
because it did not include all
operating staff at UNH . The
University won that appeal.
But after AFSCME asked the
Labor Relations Board to
reconsider. the decision \\as
overturned. UNH filed for a
rehearing but that request was
denied.
Negoliations between UNH and
the union began in August while
the University was appealing the
PELR B decision to the supreme
court on two points. The first
concerned the_ appropriateness of
PPO&M, page nine

and what directions would be best
suited for future programs.
Johh Hose, executive assistant
to President Handler, said the
University has to face ••budgetary
realities.,.
Over the last ten years the cost of
education has risen dramatically

MASTER PLAN, page seven

By Greg Flemming
crimes.
By a unanimous vote Sunday
••The tolerance of pornography
night, the Student Senate passed a creates a climate leaning to
bill ordering the Student Activity physical abuse," he said, adding,
Fee Council (SAFC) to reconsider .. I'm not censoring anybody, I just
whether MUSO should show a want to talk about it."
pornographic film.
Contrary to Onore's fears that
SAFC had previously approved he would be met with
an entire film list for the Memorial disagreement, a . number of
Union Student Organization senators spoke against MUSO's
including an .. X-rated'' film for plan to show the film. None spoke
March I. The council vote was 17 in favor.
to 3.
Citing an ..air of paranoia,.
The Senate concluded that concerning sexual assault on
pornographic films should not be campus, senators said it would be
shown at the University for four ••hypocrytical" to allow MUSO to
reasons: such films are degrading show the film.
to women; they may lead to sexual
They also mentioned that the
crimes and could have an adverse State Legislature will consider the
effect on the existing fear of rape University budget this year, and
on campus; the University budget concluded that bad publicity
will be considered by the New resulting from the film w~µld be
Hampshire State Legislature this detrimental.
->
year; and pornographic films are
One senator asked the body to
shown elsewhere in the area.
consider the reactions of Governor
After Jeff Onore, acting director Hugh Gallen and UNH President
of student activities, spoke at the Handler.
meeting, calling pornography
Gallen feels the decision to show
••insidious," Senators repeatedly the film must be made by the
questioned MUSO President John University, officials said.
Feins.
Handler is ••clearly opposed" to
Feins said yesterday MUSO will a pornographic film being shown
probably propose a specific X- at tli~ ·University, according to
rated film, attempting in their John Hos~. UNH President's
choice to .. please everybody"at the executive assistant.
SAFC meeting next Tuesday.
In response to the senate's action
.. I think by cutting it out you are MUSO President Feins said,
going to anger some people,,. Feins ••There are lots of films that aren't
said.
like (the Senate's definition ·o f
Onore stressed that pornogra- pornography)." He cited the
phy is the ..selling of a woman's
body" and could lead to .. violent" MUSO, page eight

C~iti cal spac e need s cited
By Joel Brown
Classroom, laboratory, and
office space is rapidly becoming
inadequate in many departments
of the University, and in some
areas the space need is already
critical, according to a study done
for the Office of Academic Affairs.
Five academic departments and
three administrative offices are
named as having particularly
serious space needs in the study
made by Professor of Plant
Science Lincoln C. Peirce.
1n addition, many other
University departments will soon
be crowded into spaces either

inadequate or inappropriate for
their use.
Offices of business, adn;iissions,
and the Registrar are already
operating under cramped
conditions, as are the Departments
of Zoology, Microbiology,
Nursing, Marine Prqgrams, and
Home Economics. Peirce also
named six other academic'
departments .. reflecting substantial impact of overcrowding or
inadequate facilities on program
effectiveness or on opportunities
for faculty growth.,.
Reasons for this sudden
crowding of University buildings

ranges from program development
and the increase of grant-funded
research to the fact that .. changes
in program popularity have been
dramatic and swift," Peirce noted
in his report to Vice President
Gordon Haaland.
In addition, ••Federal legislation
and regulation have spawned
administrative offices that must be,
hou ed," creating further space
problems, according to the report.
Another unpleasant side effect •
of the University's problem in this
area is that several departme!lts

SPACE, page six

Downtown Durham has a new body of water: Handler pond. (Henri Barber photo)
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Williamson brings China to UNH

In the Senate ...

By Stacia Tolman

Guest lecturers
The Student Senate granted the Society for Wholistic Living $682.00
from the prograI_I1ming Fund to pay for 1 six guest lecturers.
The money will pay for the speakers' fees and advertising
expenses.
1

Legal fees paid

The Senate gran_ted The ~New Hampshire permission to spend
$1,696.30 from previous year s reserves to cover legal fees incurred
when t"'.o reporters were subpoenaed for information they gathered
concermng the November 1979 murder of Joseph Woodside.
The Ne_w Hampshire was also given permission to spend $286.80
for _a mamtenance agreement for Visual Display Terminal (VDT)
~~utpment.

New VDT purchased

The Student Press was given permission to spend $2,618.27 to buy
a Model 5404 Visual Display Terminal for typesetting. The unit will
be attached to the existing unit in The New Hampshire office, and
will be bought in conjunction with the newspaper. ·
The Student Press was also given permission to spend $3200 for
publicatio,n of a photo-essay magazine.

What's it like to see the world
from atop a mountain in remotest
Chin,a? There are only six
Americans .who could ever say,
and Jed Williamson, an education
instructor at UNH, is one of them.
Williamson, 41, put together a
slide show and lecture about his
two-month expedition up a 24,900
foot peak called Gongga-Shan, or
"the Mountain of Cold, White,
Beauty". He will show his slides on
Tuesday night at 7pm in the
Hillsboro-Sullivan room in the
MU B. After the show, .,sponsored
by the· N.H. Outing Club and the
Dean of Students Fireside
Program, students can attend a
coffee hour at the outdoor minidorm.
According to a leaflet written by
Williamson, his presentation will
describe the adventure from its
outset in September 1980.
Williamson and his five American
companions started in Chengdu,
the capital of Szechuan province,
in Southwestern China. From
there, they went to Lhasa, the
legndary holy city of Tibet and the
seat of Dalai Lama. Then they
followed the Dadu River .across
the Iron Chain Bridge and over a
14,500 foot mountain pass, wh~re
they ipet a loggmg roact tnat
would take them sixty miles to the
village of Lui-Ba-Xiang.
Though Lui-Ba-Xiang is
translated as "the end of the road",
it was hardly that for the team of
mountaineers. Before them was a
three day walk through remote
valleys and over hills, one in

By Andy Fields

The Senate approved W-UNH-FM•s concept. The noncommercial radi~ station provides community information, ~ews,
and popular music at 91.3 FM.

Senators appointed

Vikki Harrison, Dan Hurley, and Gail Bartley were approved as
Senators Sunday night. Harrison was appointed to the Student for
• the University Council, and Hurley and Bartley were appointed to
the Commuter Council.

New Senate parlementprian

Mike Hemmert was elected as Senate Parlementarian. He ran
against Jamey Watchta. Jim Carroll was also nominated for the
position but declined for ·•academic reasons".
.
"I think I can do the best job of anyone who is running~ "said
Hemmert before the election.

Senate confrontation

The Student Senate has taken action to prevent the Memorial
Union Student Organization (MUSO) from showing a
"pornographic" film as part of their second semester M USO Film
Series program.
In an action initiated by Senate Speaker Steve Bloom. M USO will
be required to obtain Senate approval of the film they select before
they will be allowed to air it.
~
In the past M USO has included x-rated movies in their film series
selections.

,

particular which measured 13,000 of Gongga-Shan 7,900 feet above
them. Their first obstacle was an
feet.
Finally, they set up a camp at the icefall which was described by
base of Gongga-Shan, 17,000 feet Williamson for Foster's Daily
above sea level. The camp was in Democrat as "a maze of housethe ruins of the Conga Monastery, sized ice cubes".
The team attempted three times
a relic that survived seven hundred
years before it
destroyed to scale the heights of Gonggaduring the Chinese Cultural Shan. Though one attempt
brought them to within four
Revolution.
From their vantage point at the thousand feet of the_ !op ,
monastery, the mountain climbers
searched for a route to the summit CHIN A, page ten

-was

Rescue vehicle proposed
Last night the Durham Town Selectmen voted to submit a $9000
proposal to the Budget Committee to help pay for a new $25,000 Fire
Department rescue vehicle;
The proposal will go before the townspeople at the next town
meeting.
.
The remaining $16,000 to $18,000 woul~ ~~-paid for by t~e st~te
because of the Fire Department's respons1b1ht1es to the Umversity.
Fire Chief John Greenwalt spoke before the selectmen about the
reasons for the necessity of a new vehicle.
According to Greenwalt,_ther~ ~ave been "~nnecessary lif~ losses"
in the past because of the meffJc1ency of their _current equipment.
The rescue vehicle would be used to carry equipment necessary for
rescues involving entrapment in wrecked cars and other such
entanglements.
.
.
According to Greenwalt, th_e present vehicle, a 1953 Reo, 1s. not
meant to carry the sort of eqmpment ,necessary for a rescue vehicle.
Even in the most dire of needs the vehicle cannot go faster than 35
to 40 m.p.h.
.
.
.
.
In fact, during the last accident which reqmred the services of the
vehicle several cars were said to have passed it 011 the way to the
· scene.
Jeffrey Tyler~

Athletes get professional care

WUNH concept approved

MUSO

1

_ , •

•l

How many times have you seen
an injured football or hockey
player carried off in a stretcher or.
escorted limping and grimacing
out of a game only to find that
same athlete unscathed and
vigorously blocking or checking in
the very next game?
There is, however, no magic
behind healing injuries.
Scott Biron, the men's athletic
trainer at UNH said, "The trainer
used to be the guy that ran water to
players out on the field." Now,
team trainers have a degree in
physical education, expertise in
physical therapy, and are certified
with 1800 hours apprenticeship.
A team doctor or nurse is
present at every practice and game.
Behind the scenes, there are ear,
eyes, and nose soecialists.

A neurologist, and orthopedic
surgeons fr6m the local areas and
as far away as Boston to poke and
probe UNH's men and women
athletes.
They deal with ailments as
common as colds, persistent ·as
skin irritations, personal problems
in classes or at home, and serious
as concussions, broken bones, and
torn ligaments.
Every injury is recorded by the
trainers on their injury report
sheet. Daily treatments are
recorded on each report.
"We've done about 2000
treatments since August," said
Robin Meeker, ass'istant women's
athletic trainer.
The injuries treated range from
ankle sprains in volleyball, bruises
in field hockey, irritations in ice
hockev

to

whl'lt

~rp

r~IIPii

"wearing down" injuries like
tendonitis in track, tennis,
swimming, and skiing. Presently
two injured athletes can't compete,
Meeker said. A gymnast tore a
ligament during a dismount, and a
swimmer hurt her knee playing
basketball.
Treatments vary from whirlpool
baths, deep heat with ultrasound,
hotpacks, an air boot, ice, muscle
stimulator, to pads and tape.
Rehabilitation follows with wieght
training and conditioning.
There were less injuries this year
than last year. "Only one kid was
operated on this year, five last
year. Only one kid in a cast this
year, three casts last year," Biron
said.
In football , Biron attributes the
TRAINER. paee 12
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Citizens skeptical

EPA claims Kingston
waste dump is safe
By Matthew Richard
Despite assurances from the
EIWironmental P,rotectio~ Agency
(EPA) that the hazardous waste
sites there pose no imminent
danger, many Kingston and
Newton residents are not relieved.
Addressing a group of 200
people at a town meeting in
Kingston last Tuesday evening,
EPA toxicologist Dr. Joanne
Shaw said that of those wells tested
none showed significant levels of
contaminants.
"They're just trying to smooth
things over," said Martha White,
head .of WASTE (We Agree: Save
the Environment) a local citizens
group that organized the town
meeting.
- In addition to Dr. Sh~w. other
representatives of the EPA were on
hand to inform residents of
progress being made with regard to
cleaning up the sites.
Kingston, a two site illegal waste
dump, gained national attention
last September when Tl ME
magazine included a photograph
of the waste sites there in its story
on hazardous wastes.
The sites are adjacent and are on
land owned by the former business establishments of Great Lakes
Container, a barrel reconditoning
plant, and Otta ti and Goss, a waste
disposal firm.
At one time. more than 50,000
barrels cluttered the sites. Most of

those have been removed. The
remainder are being classified and
put into new containers under
EPA supervision. This may take
several months.
Many residents are tired of
waiting. They think the EPA is
giving Kingston the run-around .
"It's (the dump) been there 25
years," White said impatiently.
·'The EPA 's attitude," she said, "is
'We'll give them this and that and
maybe that will keep them quiet
for awhile."'
In the meantime White said she
is worried about the increasing
pollution of nearby Country Pond .
"My dogs vomit and urinate blood
for two-to-three days after
swimming in that pond," she said .
Then referring to the · Boy Scout
camp on the pond, she said, "I
know my son is not going to Scout
camp over here."
David Bisson is another area
resident who has expressed
concern that Country Pond has
become polluted. Bisson is a
trapper. He said that the take of
muskrat in the area has fallen to 9
this year as opposed to 87 last year.
He traps along the Pow Wow
River. The source of the Pow Wow
River is Country Pond.
Many residents mention the
duck that was discovered "acting
strange" after a swim in the pond.
~INGSTON, page II

Barrels at the Kingston Steel Drum Dump Site b;fore clean up began. (George Newton photo)

UNH professors win endowmen ts
By Karen Holstom
Three University faculty
members have received grants
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH).
English professor Carl Dawson,
Historian Jeffrey Diefendorf, and
political scientist Warren Brown
'Were national recipients of the

Kari-van to serve handicapp ed
·

By Judy Wilson
Handicapped and temporarily
•handicapped students at UNH are
now using a new van, run and
coordinated by the Kari-van
Service for transportation.
"Three people in wheelchairs
and four people using walker or
crutches now use the van." said
Lisa Weddle, Supervisor in charge
of Handicapped Transportation at
the Kari-van Office.
"The van is a 1981 Ford and is
equipped with a special lift for
wheelchairs but also has bus-like

doors, as c.Jo the regular Kari-vans,
for people on crutches," said Alice
Crow-Seidel, coordinator of
Handicapped Services.
Weddle said, "The master
schedule will be finalized in a few
days, because I don't.expect many
changes in the schedules of the
individuals using the service."
There may ~till be minor _ changes
though, Weddle said. Seidel, who
is familiar with the schedules and
needs of the handicapped students,
worked with Weddle to set up the
master schedule.

Diane Coleman, a part-time driver, demonstrates a special van for
students in wheelchairs. (Ned Finkel photo)

Weddle said as soon
. as the
master schedule comes out all the
st udents who use th e van will be
giv~ one. Weddle, a graduate of the
University of Virginia, also drives
buses for the Kari-van service
when time permits in addition to
being supervisor in charge of
handicapped transportation.
The Kari-van service hired four
drivers, Chris Freyermoth, Glynn
Knight, Mary Settino and Patty
Thonoen, to drive the van.
"The van is run and used by the
Kari-van service betweed the hours
of 7:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. After
3:00 p.m. it is turned over to Hood
' House, for their use. It is used to
bring students to Wentworth
Douglas Hospital for x-ray~. Ptc.,"
said Weddle. It is still available for
use by the handicapped but they
must contact Hood House,
.
Weddle said .
Besides doing the scheduling,
Weddle also arranges extra
transportation to the library, pool,
or downtown. "The van has not
been used to go downtown much
yet," Weddle said .
"We had a few scheduling mix
ups at first, but they have been
worked out pretty much. Everyone
has been very understanding,"
Weddle said. "There seems to be
good rapport between drivers and
the riders, which is what we want.
We want to know what everybody
wants."
Bill Puffer, Director of•
Operations for the Kari-van
service said they will install a radio
in the van, so that people can call
the Kari-van Office if schedule
changes occur and we can call the
van and let them know.
"l 'm happy with it, its only going
to get bigger. It is a big step in
providing accessibility, which will
attract more handicapped
students. It will snowball, and I see
the need. for this type of service to
grow." Puffer said.
Shelly Thorne, a freshman
han\licapped student who uses a
wheelchair said, •·The van is much
easier to use and more convenient
than the cars we used last
semester . " Last semester
handicapped students were picked
up by a driver using a University
car from the Travel Bureau, and
HANDICAPPED, page 11

fellowships awarded to "Individuals in their wor:k as scholars,
teachers, and interpreters of the
humanities."
These awards are designed to
enable professors to undertake full
time study or research for periods
ranging from two months to one
year.
Dawson and Diefendorfare2of
150 to receive NEH fellowships for
independent study and research
which "will enhance their abilities
as teachers and make important
contributions to humanistic
thought and knowledge."
Brown is one of 150 national
recipients offellowships for college
teachers. These particular grants
provide opportunities for
professors study and research
areas pertinent to their course
teachings at the University.
According to NEH, "the
fellowships enable teachers to

work in a library suitabl~ for
ad~anced st~dy and_ to ~1scuss
their W?rk with a semmar director
and with other teachers from
diverse institutio_ns."
B_r?wn, ~ssoc1ate profes~or of
Poht1cal Sc1_ence_ and coordm~t.or
of the · Umv~mty's Humamtl~s
program, will underta~e his
research at the Huntrngton
Library_in San Mari?o, C~lifornia.
Brown plans to mvest1gate the
relationship between politics and
economics as it is set forth in
Manderville's Fable of the Bees.
Brow _n • s a 1· d h e t h o s ~
Manderv11le s work because It
"revealed more boldly the problem
with politics and traditional
morality," an issue one of Brown's
.
manusc_ ripts _will focus on.
II
Durmg his stay, Brown w1
write three manuscripts on the
ENDOWMENT, page 21

T &S vending machine
•
•
•
agam
may nse
pnces
By Darryl Cauchon
University officials will meet this
week with T &.S Enterprises Inc to
discuss the possibility of raising
vending machine pnces _for the
fourth time in the last two years.
Cigarette prices could climb as
high as 80¢ a pack, while soft
drinks could jump to 45¢ a can,
according to Christy Houpis,
chairperson of the student senate
Financial Affairs and Administration ( F A&A) committee. Prices
are expected to increase around
March 1st, Houpis said .
Less than five months ago prices
were raised by five to fifteen' cents
on chewing gum, candy bars and
sandwiches. The Student Senate,
after a review of the price hikes,
said these increases were
necessary, but issued a written
statement to the Manchester
vending firm warning against
further price increases.
T & S's contract expires at the
end of June and Anthony Zizos,
assistant director of Residential
Life, said if a firm underbids T & S,
it will be given ··strong
consideration."
Zizos declined to comment
further, saying, "All rcan say at the
moment is that T & S contacted me

to request a rate increase."
Other methods of operating
UN H's vending machines are
being considered. Houpis said he
believes that through competitive
bidding a company offering lower
prices or one selling cheaper, lesser
known brands could result. The
possibility of shorter contracts two to three years - will also he

considered prior to the signing of a
new contract. The University
Sy tern Board of Trustees will have
the final say on whether the T & S
contract should be renewed or
another company hired.
Houpis cited many problems the
University would have if it decided
to run the operation itself but did
not rule the matter out.
.. To run it by the college you
have to have accountants, you
have to have vendors, inventories,
purchasing and money," said
Houpis.
UNH bought out T & S
Enterprises in 1970 because of a
high degree of vandalism and the
feeling that UNH could handle the
job better. However, in June 1976
a five year contract was again
signed with T & S Enterprises.
The bid by T & S included a
$30,000 profit or a percentage of
net sales, whichever was higher to
be paid each year directly to the
University general fund . In the bid
was an agreement that T & S
would purchase all of UNH
vending machines at a price of
$45,000 payable over a period of
two years.
The lack of University-owned
machines would hinder any

conversion to a University

operated system, Houpis said. T &
S has a monopoly on all UN H
vending mach\nes, so alternate
machines are not available to
students ..
T & S Enterprises president
Chris Congdon could not be
reached for comment despite
repeated attempts.
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News in Brief
UNH serves state
"Inside Shots,_" an eight-part television series shown during
hockey ga~e penod breaks, is being shown this season on Channel
11. The senes ~ocuses on the variety of ways UNH serves the state of
New Hampshire. The programs look at agricultural and forestry
wor~, health-rel~te~ res~arch, marine service, and various social
services. _The senes 1s bemg produced by University Relations and
underwritten by New Hampshire Distributors, Inc., AnheuserBusch, Inc., and Seabrook Greyhound Park.

Oceanography lecture
The ecology and marine plants of the Great Bay estuaries will be
described by Dr. Arthur C. Mathieson, director of the UNH Jackson
Estaurine Laboratory on February 12, at 8 pm. Mathieson will
discuss the findings of general oceonographic studies conducted
over the past decade, as well as research findings on the tidal rapids
area. The lecture, sponsored by Sigma Xi, will be held at Iddles
Auditorium. The event is free and open to the public.

musion
People materializing, dematerializing, disintegrating, and
levitating are all part of Andre Kole's "World of Illusion," an
unusual magic show scheduled for Wednesday, February 11 at 8:00
in the Granite State Room of the MU B.
The colorful two-hour stage production features world renowned
illusionist Andre Kole, who combines performing skill with an
extensive background as a psychic investigator and inventor of
magical effects.
Says Kole, a world-traveling illusionist for more than a decade, "I
do not wast my time trying to accomplish (on stage) that which is
possible, but rather I concentrate on that which is impossible."

SGC programs _offer alternative
By Tim Hilchey
.. People don't get well in
institutions~ said Nancy Burgiss,
director of education and public
awareness at the Strafford
Guidance Center (SGC).
Located at 576 Central Ave. in
Dover, the SGC provides services
for 'developmentally disabled' and
mentally retarded community
members in the Strafford County
servt ~ area.
The thrust of the SGC staff is to
provide an alternative to
institutionalizing people whose
needs might be better met in a
community based setting.
"Why don't we look at what they
need instead of what they are
classified as," Burgiss said.
Jean MacPherson works with
Burgiss and specializes in
designing programs for developmentally disabled people. Since
joining the SGC in September of .
last year, she has been providing
counseling to' clients' at their own
homes.
MacPherson teaches her clients
domestic skills like money
management, house cleaning,
personal hygiene, cooking and
nutrition, skills which MacPherson said these people have never
acquired or have lost during their
stay in state run institutions.
••we are working toward the
independence of the individual."
MacPherson said.
Neal Chalek is the director of
residential vocational services at
SGC and oversees the effor.ts of
Burgiss and MacPherson. He and
his staff work under the belief that
people respond more favorably to
treatment in a community setting.
Dr. Phillip DuBois of the State
Hospital in Concord said, "It's
been demonstrated that a
community setting is helpful (to

clients) and in a general way all
comtnunity programs are moving
that way. It's a very positive step."
Chalek is working on a program
that would provide housing for
people making the transition from
an institutional setting to a
residential one.
Called Intermediate Group
Residences (IGR's) these
residences would serve as
"transitional facilities between
institutions and ordinary societal
settings, the intent of which is to
help the client move out of the I GR
and ·into a less restrictive
environment," Chalek said.
Chalek has been unable to get
anyone to rent to him.
He said he has run into the same
problem hazardous waste
treatment facilities do. People
recognize the need and benefits
these operations provide but they
don't want one in their backyard
"People's opposition to the IGR
is based on ignorance. Even today
the idea of having an emotional
problem is a stigma and this_s~igm!

·helps perpetuate superstitions,"
ChaleK said. .
Dudley Dudley, who is
employed as the director of citizen
participation at SGC said that
"community awareness is the key."
"These are powerless people
who have been systematized and
victimized by the old system.
People (Community Members)
have been so long removed from
dealing with emotionally disabled
people that they don't want to
confront their fears intelligently,"
she said.
·
Until Chalek can find someone
willing to rent to the SGC, the IGR
program, which has already
received federal money, will
remain in limbo.
In the meantime, Buq~iss and
MacPherson are looking for
volunteers to work with them to
expand programs already in
progress in Strafford County.
Anyone interested may reach
them at the Central Ave. office
during regular business hours.

SKI REPORT
Fridays in the
SPORTS section of

The New Hampshire

INFORMATION SESSION
FOR
PEOPLE WHO ARE INTERVIEWING
OR ARE PLANNING TO INTERVIEW WITH

HEWLETT-PACKARD
WEDNESDAY. 25 FEBRUARY. 7:30 P. M.
ELLIOT ALUMNI CENTER
REFRESHMENTS

HEWLETT
PACKARD

1
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The cause of FBlllA crash still under investigation
By Brendan DuBois
Air Force officials yesterday were still going
through the wreckage of an FB-111 A which
crashed in Portsmouth Friday, trying to determine
the cause of the accident.
The two man fighter bomber crashed in a
housing development at approximately 3 p.m. on
Friday, causing only minor injuries to three
residents. The crewmembers who ejected safely
were identified as pilot Capt. Peter Carellas, 33,
and navigator Maj. Ronald Reppe, 39.
Air Force spokesperson Lt. Nancy Barnett said
the plane was on a routine training flight, and that
it had two new engines replaced prior to the flight.
Witnesses at the scene reported that the jet
exl?loded in midair and then came spinning to the
ground, impacting on a hill in Mariner's Village,
also commonly known as Seacrest Village.
Burning fuel and debris from the crash caused
three apartment buildings to burn.
The plane's ejection module carrying the two
crewmembers landed near Interstate 95. where
they were picked up by an Eliot policeman
driving through Portsmouth.
One of the witnesses at the scene of the crash was
Portsmouth Patrolman Albert Pace, who was
cruising thrQugh Circuit Road.
''I was driving my cruiser right along the other
side of the house and I saw the plane coming down,
already in flames," Pace said. ••1 thought it was a
meteor. When it hit there was a huge explosion and
it moved my car sideways right across the street.
There was a fireball and liquid flame everywhere.
My first instinct was to help people. I got out of the
car and ran and started gettin~ people ~mt of the

houses. I thought I was dead when l saw it going to
hit right there."
Within a few minutes of the crash, Portsmouth,
Newington and Pease fire units were at the scene,
battling the blaze. Members of the 509th
Bombardment Wing Crash Recovery Unit also
responded, along with Air Force security men
carrying M-16 automatic rifles.
Approximately JOO residents of the ar~a were
evacuated from the·crash site to a nearby National
Guard armory. One of those persons evacuated
was Eileen Turcotte of 509 Circuit Rd.
"I was standing in my house, talking to my
neighbor, when I heard a tremendous rattling noise
in the air, ''Turcotte said. "I looked out my kitchen
window and saw the plane land on top of the hill.
There was a tremendous explosion, and I ran
outside in my slippers."
The area around the crash site was cordoned off
by state police, Portsmouth police and Air Force
security guards. Pieces of light green and yellow
wreckage littered the road and lawns of the
surrounding buildings, as asbestos-clad
firefighters tried to extinguish the fires in the twostory wooden structures. All power and gas tQ the
area was cut off after the crash.
Firemen fought the blaze until 6:30 p.m., and
after the fire was extinguished Air Force personnel
carrying plastic garbage bags were seen walking
around the area, picking up pie.ces of wreckage.
A se.ven man Air Force Mishap Board came to
the site on Saturday to begin their investigation.
Air For~e officials said the investigation to
PLANE CRASH, page eight

NATIONALD
. AREA

KEEP OUT
Photos by Jonathan ~lake, George
Newton and Rob Veronesi

(Clockwise from top.) An Air Force
security guard blocks the r9ad leading
to the crash site while smoke rises in
the background; a sign shows the
beginning of the cordoned-off area;
asbestos-clad firefighters battle a
blaze at one of the the apartment
buildings near the plane crash; and
Portsmouth Patrolman Albert Pace
describes to a reporter how he saw
the Air Force FB-111 A descend in
flames.
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Notices---...il!I----JUGGLING CLUB: Open meeting for interested people.
Every Wednesday, Senate/ Merrimack Room, Memorial
Union, 6:30-11 p.m.

ACADEMIC

VETERNIARY MEDICINE FILM/DISCUSSION:
Open to undergraduate students interested in veterinary
school. Lecturer: Dean of the Ohio State University
Sc~ool of Veterinary Medicine. Sponsored by Animal
Science Department. Wednesday, February 4, Elliot
Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Crowding

COMPUTER SERVICES

BEGINNING TECO: Course provides instruction in
creating and editing program and data files on the
DEC~ystemlO using the text editor, TECO. (Knowledge
of a text editor is a prerequisite to other mini courses.)
Monday, February 9, Stoke Cluster, 2-4 p.m.
Prerequisite: Beginning Timesharing.
BEGINNING SOS: Course provides instruction in
creating and editing program data files on the
DECsystemlO. (Knowledge of a text editor is a
prerequisite to other mini courses.) Monday, February 9,
Stoke Cluster, 6-8 p.m. Prerequisite: Knowledge of
timesharing equivalent to that covered in Beginning
Timesharing.

DANCE-A-THON REGISTRATION FORMS: Hetzel
Hall's Annual 48 Hour Dance-a-Thon registration forms
are available at Memorial Union information desk area
community desks, commuter center desk, hall dire~tors,
or, fraternities/sororities presidents. Grand prize isa trip
for two to sunny Bermuda. Dance-a-thon will be held
Gr~nite State Room, Memorial Union, February 6,
Fnday, 6 p.m. through February 8, Sunday, 6 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: ..Correction."Sponsored by , GENERAL
Campus Crusade for Christ. Tuesdays, began January 27
(not February 27), Room 207, Horton Social Science, 7INTERCOMM: The Communication Guidebook for
8:30 p.m.
students and faculty of the Communication Department.
First meeting for Communication majors in search of
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY MEETING:
resume experience, career options, etc. Sponsored by
Mandatory meeting. Tuesday, February 3, Room 141
Department of Theater and Communications. Tuesday,
Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m. Any problems contact one of th~
February 3, Room M213, Paul Creative Arts Center 4
officers.
p.m.
WOMEN'S CENTER: Open organizational meeting.
STUDENT'S DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD
Tuesday, February 3, Room 134, Memorial Union, 7:30
SERVICES COMMITTEE: Meetingtodiscussplansfor
p.m.
February blood drive. Thursday, February 5, Durham,
HORSEMEN'S CLUB: Open meeting. Elections and
15 Dover Rd. (Next to Exxon Station), 7 p.m. Open to all
discussion of intercollegiate show and other semester
or call 868-2753.
plans. Wednesday, February 4, Room 202, Kendall, 7
TRANSFERS: An on-going orientation group is
p.m.
forming. The group is designed as a place to meet other
GERMAN CLUB GET-TO-GETHER: Donnerstag,
UNH transfers, to share questions, concerns, joys, and
den 5ten Februar um 7 findet ein Treffen des deutschen
fun. Meetings are Wednesdays, 4-6 p.m., beginning
Klubs im ..Tin Palace" statt. Alie die kommen wollen und
February 4. Stop by the Commuter/ Transfer Center to
kommen konnen, sollen kommen und sind herzlich
sign up or ask questions.
eingelaten. Thursday, February 5, Tin:Palace, 7 p.m.
CHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING: Slide presentation,
COM~.UNICATION DISORDERS MAJORS:
refreshments. Win a free trip to Berlin! Tuesday,
Meeting. Sponsored by National Student
February 3, lddles L-1, Parsons Hall, 7 p.m.
Speech/ Language and Hearing Association.
ACID RAIN SEMINAR SERIES: Acid Rain Lake
Wednesday, February 4, Room M122, Paul Creative
Basis Studies in Nova Scotia. Dr. Joe Kerekes, Canadian
Arts Center, 7 p.m.
Wildlife Service. Sponsored by Institute of Natural and
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION: Meeting to plan ..Sun
Environmental Resources. Thursday, February 5,
Day" celebration. Thursday. February 5, Room 146-B
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4: 10 p.m.
Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.
'
GREEK NIGHT OF SIN: Dance. Proceeds to go to
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
charity. Granite State Room Memorial Union, iO p.m.-1
MEETING: Ortho Wells, IVCF faculty advisor, will talk
a.m. Cover charge 50¢
about students and the church. Friday, February 6,
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP: Techniques of
Room 218, McConnell, 7:30 p.m. Other activities: Daily
meditation and relaxation useful in dealing with stress.
Prayer Meetings Mon, Wed, and Fri, Room 320, Tues
Sponsored by Counseling and Testing Center. Monday,
and Thurs, Hanover Room, MU B; Book table, Tues and
February 9, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield
We~, 11-12 MUB; and various Bible studies (times
House, 4-6 p.m.
ava1l~ble at booktable, prayer meetings, or Friday
. meetmgs.)
STVN: Tuesday, February 3: "Murder by Death," (94
min.), showing Cafeteria, Memorial Union; Wednesday,
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Open meeting. Note
February 4: .. The Sting," ( 129 min.), showing Strafford
changes; Tuesday, February 3, Room 218, Hamilton
Room, Memorial Union. Both begins at 9 p.m.
Smith, 8 p.m.

To All MEN of U.N.11.

continued from page one

.. It (the problem) can't abateusing carcinogens in rather routine there's no maneuvering around
analyses, lacking the federally- 'i(" . Peirce -said last -night. .. Almanclated lab facilities for use 01
most ever'y college, in one way or
such materials, must choose another, grows. lt nas to oy me
between violating the federal .nature of the e<lucatfonal process."
Peirce's report said without a
regulations or changing their
1new building program the answer
research procedures.
There are also many instances of i to space problems is limited to two
rooms designed and specially built 1mar_gi nally helpful areas,
for "intensive and specific use" renovation, and use of some
(such as certain lab facilities) in questionably useful spaces
which those features are now currently idle. Constuction of a
major academic building has not
superfluous.
been initiated since the early 1970s.
Haaland asked Peirce to study
"I'm sure that portions of it (the
University space problems after study) will be used by the colleges
Peirce expressed an interest in the in the master planning process,"
issue because of his experiences as Peirce said.
Acting Dean of the Department of
Peirce's survey sought to find
Life Sciences, one of the the most critical space needs at the
departments with space problems. University, and the most severe
impacts of campus space
problems.
In addition to the five
departments with critical needs,
Peirce cited departments of
Psychology, Chemical Engineering, Clinical Engineering, Physics
and Space Science, Occupational
Therapy, and Botany and Plant
Pathology as having serious space
problems. Thirteen more academic
departments, including the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics and the Thompson
School are mentioned as being in
space-requirements trouble.
The Dimond Library and
Computer Services were also
singled out because of increased
usage, and their key role in the
current academic community.
Peirce's study of classroom
utilization pointed out that
improper use of some rooms and
inconsistent scheduling procedures also contribute to the
University's lack of room to
sign ere
breathe.

american
smokeout
PLEDGE

. TRANSITIONS

You are invited

The Media and Female Attractiveness:
A Yardstick for Self-Image
Pat Fleming, Theater and Communication
Department

Date: February 10, 1981
Time: 12:30 - 2:00
Place: Memorial Union Building,
Sullivan Room
One of a senes of informal workshops antj
presentations on issues of interest to returning
students.

come and meet our distinguished Brotherhood
FREE REFRESHMENT
Tuesday, February 3rd
and
Thursday, February 5th
8 to 10 p.m.

An opportunity to meet friends and share common
concerns.
For information contact Cynthia Shar 862-2090

A. LUNCIITIME -S ERIES
FOR NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENTS
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Master plan
continued fr~m page one
but state and federal aid to
education has not kept pace with
rising costs.
..The bottom line is dollars,"
Hose said. ••The state is facing a
tight tfodget process."
If the Reagan administration
follows through on cuts in lowinterest loans to students, the
University's financial situation will
worsen.
According to Art Grant,
secretary of the University System
of New Hampshire, between 50
and 70 precent of those currrently
enrolled in the system are receiving
some kind of aid.
The University System receives
over $15 million in federal monies.
According to Grant, ••There is no
question that some students would
be forced to leave college."
Steve Bloom. one of three
student members on the Commission, said figures they are
using indicate although the in:state
student population should remain
fairly stable over the next five to
ten years, out of state student
enrollment will drop by as much 30
percent. A decrease in the total
amount of money available to the
University for programming.
.. It is important that we
understand the situation American
higher education is in today," Hose
said. Hose said during the '60's
University budgets were booming,
and planning mistakes and
overspending didn't have such
important or immediate
consequences.
But faced with the budgetary
constraints of the '80's it is
important that we ••understand
more fully what and why the
University is doing" what it is
doing, Hose said.
According to Commission
reports, .. Not all programs are of
equal significance in the
University's mission. To
strengthen the more vital of our
activities, it may be necessary to
reduce those of lesser significance."
Nevin made it clear that
·•recommendations are not going
to be based exclusively on the
outside monies they can bring in."
Nevin indicated the University's
commitment to undergraduate

education and the development of
liberally educated students will
. remain a high priority with the
Commission.
Because of anticipated
tightening of the fiscal belt, the
.decision the Commission makes
will be critical to the survival of
quality education in New
••we have
Hampshire.
attempted to characterize the
_present context in which to make
our recommendations," Nevin
said ... It is very important for the
over-all plan to be drawn up by all
those concerned."
One of Nevin's bigger concerns
is the ability of the University to
attract quality professors.
'"If we cannot pay professors
~nough to attract them the whole
thing will go down .the tubes,"
Nevin said. He addeil that it is
••extremely difficult to attract
professors in engineering and
computer science .. because
qualified people can make ..twice

• .,

1.:--

f .

as much on the outside."
But despite all the negative
considerations, Nevin and the
others on the Commission remain
optimistic.
"If we do our job well," Nevin
said, "then our recommendations
will be very important to Handler"
in shaping the future course the
University will follow. ..The
outcome will be a better
University."
Presently the commission is
a waiting the return of the
information they requested from
the various colleges throughou_t
the campus.
They expect responses to start
coming in sometime in March
when they will begin to review the
data and formulate the
recommendations they will send to
Handler.
Handler would like to
incorporate commission ideas i'n
next year's budget planning,
according to Nevin.
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Calllpus Calendar
TUESDAY, February 3
MORTAR BOARD RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS &
CHECKS: Balcony, Granite Room, Memorial Union, 11
a.m.- 2 p.m.
ART TALK: Bill Scarlato, Art instructor, will discuss prints
and printmakers. Sponsored by Department of the Arts.
Room A218/219, Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:30 p.m.
ASCE SEMINAR: Geotechnical Talk. Ed Kinner, Haley &
Aldrich, Boston, MA. Sponsored by Civil Engineering
Department. Iddles IO I, Parsons Hall, 1-2 p.m.
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUlUM: Linkage and
Equations Defining Algebraic Varities. Craig Huneke,
University of Michigan. Room 310, Kingsbury Hall, 3-4 p.m.
SPACE SCIENCE SEMINAR: Energetic Oxygen and
Sulpher Ions in the Jovian Magnetosphere: Results from the
Voyager CRS Experiment. Dr. Neil Gehrels, Department of
Physics, California Institute of Technology. Room 313,
DeMeritt Hall, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
HANDLING STRESS CREATIVELY: Dr. William
Bahan, internationally renowned Authority on wholistic
healing. Sponsored by Society for Wholistic Living. Forum
Room, Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, February 4

with

Adrienne Torf
A Fundralser tor the Nattonal Women's Studies Association

Hosted by:
Bowdoin Women's Assoc.
hb. 8 8:00 PM
Morrell Gym
Bowdoin Colle&e, Brunswick, MF..

TICKETS $6.50
A 1·a1/ahlc> at the> cloor

THURSDAY, February 5

or ut Bml'lluin Women '.\

Resmm·c> Cent~r
(Jt/7) 725-8731
0

AIP SEMINAR: Differential Scanning Calorimetry. Gary
Moniz, Chemistry. Sponsored by Chemistry Department.
lddles L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m. - Noon.
MORTAR BOARD RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS &
CHECKS: Balcony, Granite Room, Memorial Union, 11
a.m. - 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. URI. Lundholm Gym,
Field House, 7 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "A Clockwork Orange.'' Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO
Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing. 8 p.m. Cover
charge 50¢

Wheelchair Accessible
0

ASL Interpreted
0 No Alcohol

A Non- prof it
Organization

FRIDAY, February 6

HARDWARE HOUSE

OCKEY SALE
I

*CCM SUPER TACKS
*MICRON MASTERS

MORTAR BOARD RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS &
CHECKS: Balcony, Granite Room, Memorial Union, 11
J
a.m. - 3 p.m.
WEDNESDAY-AT-NOON SERIES: Emigration: A
Franco-American Experience. Gary Samson, Media
Services. Sponsored by the Commuter/ Transfer Center.
Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, Noon.
MEN'S WRESTLING: vs. Massachusetts. Lundholm Gym,
Field House, 3 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Bowdoin. Swasey Pool. Field
House, 4 p.m.
FRENCH LECTURE/ FILM: "Stolen Kisses," directed by
Francois Truffaut. Sponsored by Department of French.
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission:.$!
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Colgate, Lundholm Gym, Field
House, 7:30 p.m. General Admission $2.50
FACULTY RE CIT AL: Christopher Kies, piano. Johnson
Theater, Paul Cretive Arts Center, 8 p.m.

30% off our
Regular low Prices

*BAUER 95's

20% off Most Sticks
20% off all Protective Equipment

6 Jenkins Court
Durham . N. H. 03824

LAST DAY TO SUBMIT REQUEST TO THE
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE TO TAKE COURSE
WITHOUT GRADE (PASS / FAIL).
LAST DAY TO ADD WITHOUT DEAN'S APPROVAL
AND WITHOUT $10 LATE ADD FEE.
MORTAR BOARD RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS &
CHECKS: LAST DAY. Balcony, Granite Room, Memorial
Union, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIM: An Example of Goldie
Rings. Jean Kerr, University of Chicago. Room 134,
Kingsbury ·Hall, 3-4 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Connecticut. Swasey Pool, Field
House, 4 p.m.
DANCE-A-THON TO BENEFIT KIDNEY
FOUNDATION: Forty-eight hours of continuius music and
dancing to benefit the Kidney Foundation. Sponsored by
Hetzel Hall. Dance-a-thon begins at 6 p.m. and continues
until 6 p.m. on Sunday, February 8. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union. . Registration forms available: Head
Re idents; fraternity/ sorority presidents; commuter and
information desks in · MUB; and, area desks. For
information: call Jean or Amy, 862-1614 or 868-9833 .
WOMEN 'S SWIMMING: vs. Maine. Swasey Pool, Field
House, 7 p.m.
1
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Colgate. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Tickets: general admission $3; reserved seats $4.
MUB PUB: IQ's, rock and roll. 8 p.m. Admission: $2.
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Senate vs. MUSO
continued from page one
movie,- "Last Ta.ngo in Paris"
which is X-rated, and won an
Academy Award.
"Anything that's popular is
prejudiced," he said.
Responding _to questions, Feins

said MUSO offers many types ot
films to the University community,
and that by not showing the film,
there will be some negative
reaction. He noted that other
colleges and universities show

pornographic films.
Steve Bloom·wrote the bill at the
meeting instructing SAFC to reevaluate whether Student Activity
fee funds should fund a
pornographic movie.
Pornography was defined as
presenting a "degrading and
demeaning portrayal of the role
and status of the human female as

a mere sexual object to be
exploited and manipulated."
''I don't think it's censor hip,"
Bloom said, .. I think it's
responsibility."
He implied that it was
"inhuman" to derive pleasure from
pornographic films, and said the
fact that such a film would most
likely make money was a "bullshit
excuse.''

ffll~-WINTER CLEA.RANCE SALE

continued from page five
determine the cause of the crash could take one to
six months.
Families living around Mariner Village were
able to move back into their apartments, except for
thirteen families who were left homeless by the
fires . These families are expected to file claims
against the Air Force for damages.

(

REDUCTIONS ON
ALL CROSS COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES

,.

Gregg Sanborn, vice president
of student affairs, who was present
at the meeting, said the motion was
.. very responsible... It passed
unanimously with two abstensions.
Bloom asked Feins if, after
hearing the discussion, he was
willing to show the film.
"Yeah, I am," replied Feins.

Reporters Joel Brown and Tim Hilchey
comributed to this story.

(ALL RACING SKIS ½ PRICE )

NICKS
Wednesday

ROSSIGNOL SKI PACKAGE
Reg.

-~

158. 00

99.50

SALE PRICE

lPildtrnl55 Crails·

Ladies Night
,

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham. Ne_w Hampshire 03824

Open Daily 9-5:30
Open Wed., Thurs., and Fri. Evenings 'til 8:00
Sunday 12-5

ON-CAMPUS
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Drink Specials for Ladies
all evening
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DATE:
FOR

26 FEBRUARY 1981
MAJORS IN:
E.E./M.E./COMP.SCIENCE

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN:
R
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PRODUCTION/MANUFACTURING
DIVISI.ONAL/FIELD MARKETING
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another insurance. The employees
weren't included in this decision."
Ri:irtn~. said thev studied many
of
AFSCME;
Executive
director
continued from pag_e one
unions
before deciding on ·
interim union president Paul
the union as a bargaming umt. The
AFSCM E, which is the only
second argued that immediately
Barton and Wayne Hoitt, building_ nationally known public
after the union election in Febru- service worker. This third position employees union.
ary of 1980 UNH was order~d to is rotated among union members
In 1975-76 the State Employees
bargain with the union while it's so everyone can see how the
Association tried to unionize all
appeal was still under considera- . process works.
campus employees but they voted
tion.
••General ·dissatisfaction with
2 to I against it, according to
Although the Supreme Court
agreed that the PPO&M union wages and an erosion of benefits"
wa~ legitimate bargaining unit they were the main reason the PPO&M
·r'uled that the Universitv was · opera.ting staff ap _p roache~
campus who are satisfied but we in
.within its rig_hts to refuse to deal
with the PPO&M ·while the union AFSCME according to Paul PPO&M aren't," said Barton,
questiQn was under. appeal. The Barton.
summarizing how the operating
University's appeal has been
staff felt at that time they decided
Though Barton says the
overruled and the PPO&M union
thev saw how high the wages of
is an officially recognized University bene~_~s . packa~e is
bargaining representative.
.to
unionize.
•~really quite good" the employees
••we don't think a third party are "worried about arbitrary
The dissatisfaction heean when
(AFSCME) is•necessary" but ••we
are now ordered to deal with ~hanges, like when UNH switched
Seabrook employees -were
. them," said Fred Arnold. director from Blue· Cross/ Blue Shi~ld to compared to the University's.
of personnel at UNH and · a
University negotiato~.
Arnold .said that the Universitv
is al..so concerned with
••fragmentaioli" of UNH oublic
The union is representee by
chief negotiator Joyce Anderson,

J

HAIRY CREATIONS

employees now that unionization
has started on campus.
••1t might be any number of
unions that ~e will have _to deal
with•• said Arnold, pointing out
that '"there is now a oetition bv

For all occasions

AFSCM E to represent the public
safety division at UNH ...
Arnold said that ' both pames
have agreed not to discuss any
negotiation information with the
news media.
The Universitv is being ·
represented by Arnold, Nick
LaBonte, Director of PPO&M
and Kenneth Winters, Chief
Negotiator hired by UNH.

Phone

29 Main Street
Durham

·sss-1os1

Hours
Mon-Sat .9 -5:30
Th & Fri till 7

SIGMA NU
MUSICIANS UNITEO FOR SAFE ENERGY
PRESENTS A

NONUKBS
BENEFIT CONCERT

BONNIE KAITI
WITH THE

JOHN HALL BAND
AND

TOM KUSH
,..

FIELD HOUSE
\\C.\C!T~

:;t.
ro
"'8

.$" 0 "ol<l-,lUl>EijT! •
AT 'TH! l)OOA.

- Wed. Feb. 4 at Alpha Chi Omega (AXO) Sorority
Madbury Rd. 8-10 pm
and
-Wed. Feb. 11 at Delta Zeta ( DZ) Sororitv
Madbury Rd . 8-10' pm
.,

SIGIVIANU

UNM
S'TVOhl'T~

INVITES ALL MEN TO OPEN
RUSI-I:

A'IA\LA'iL'f: AT

MU9

FRATERNIT~

T,c.u'T OFFICE

9,'l.-~'lqo

A. SCOPE ?R.t:SENTA.TlON

TI-IE ~~RA '1"•~RNITY

FOR INDIVIDUALS

P~GE TEf';J

"\
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Willia01son's China
.. Five miles down from the
monastery, we saw monkeys,"said
Williamson. The tropical weather
eventually they all ended m is explained by the latitude which
is the same as Florida's.
disappointment.
Such a climate causes a valances,
At the base of Gongga-Shan, the
climate is surprisingly moderate, the threat of which forced
considering its altitude. There is Williamson and company to
none of the cold and wind that abandon for the time being the
one would expect on this snow- challenge of Gongga-Shan.
The expedition too_k place in t~e
covered peak, the tallest in China.

continued from page two

fall, which is Monsoon season m avalanches look like large cement
the Szechuan province. The warm bags coming down and it's not
rains freeze on their way up good to get in their way."
Gongga-Shan and turn into wet,
Though the group itself was not
heavy snow, according to in immediate danger of being
Williamson.
buried in such a fashion,
'"The heavy weight of the hiker's Williamson said that "We felt it
boot and crampons can loosen the was silly to keep going. It would be
frozen crust and cause an , like trying to go down a thruway in
avalanche if enough people go over the wrong direction."
the same spo~. Wet sno'Y
The mountain climbers could
see and hear the avalanches from
their base camp at the monastery
and on the other side of GonggaShan, an avalanche killed a
member of another climbing
expedition.
However. "It wasn't a total bust
just because we didn't get up the
mountain." Apparently, Williamson's gains from the trip
outweighed his disappointment.
"Just outside of Chengdu," he
said, "'The current generation of
rural Chinese had not seen

Westerners before. Our mutual
~uriosity helped break the cultural
barrier as we traveled."
Williamson, a member of the
faculty at UNH for five years, isno
novice to the art of climbing
mountains. His experience star:ed
twenty-two years ago in an
unexplored region of British
Columbia.
He has been up Mt. McKiney,
the highest mountain in North
America. He has also climbed
mountains in Mexico, northern
ia-brador: and the Soviet union.
Williamson's slide presentation
takes us from the dimmest reac es
of southwestern China, to plai:es
that are familiar to those who have
never left New England, such as
the Imperial City of the M.ng
Dynasty; and of course the Gr.at
Wall.
Williamson says that "it's a
chance to see the real China and
Tibet during the most crucial time
of year -harvest season- and to
share the kind of adventure wh.ch
is fortunately still possible for us
all."

STUDENT SENATE

Questions
Concerns
Problems
Ideas

THE STUDENT SENATE CAN REFER
YOU TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE FOR
ANSWERS

......_,_,._..Call 862-2163

E
THE ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY
OF THE NATURE OF MAN

will hold an
organizational meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 3
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General ~eeting
Election of Officers

Tuesday, February 10, 1981
Granite State Room
Memorial Union Building, UNH
8:00 p.m. ·
Admission: $1.00 students
$2.50 non-students & . at door
Reserved Seating

Tickets on sale no\\' l

sponsored by the C01~1mnter/Tram,ier Cent.er & ~l.l; . .0.
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Handicapped
continued from page three
brought to theii;: class. They had to
be taken out of their wheelchau
and put in the car, and the
wheelchair had to be folded up and
put in the trunk. Thorne said,
.. Riding the van I can use my
electric wheelchair, and get around
more hv mvself. I can move around
\\:hH~ 1'!ll waitins for the van to
come. I can't say it's quicker, but
it's much better than the car."
"The funding · for the $16,500
van came out of a $13,000 grant
from an undesignated gift fund.
President Handler said the
University will fund the remainder.
The money for maintenance and
drivers salaries are paid out of the

Kari-van budget when they are
using it.
"While it is being used by Hood
House, Health Services pays for
the drivers," said Cathy Reum,
Assistant to Vice President of
Student Affairs Greg Sanborn.

Waste duIDp
continued from p~ge three
It died shortly afterward. The duck
was taken to Peck Environmental
Laboratory in Stratham for
analysis. Its liver and intestinal
tract were examined by gas
chromatography . Traces of
toluene, methylene chloride,
trichloroethylene, and chloroform, as well as the heavy metals
mercury, chromium, zinc, nickel,

cadmium, and copper were found .
While these findings are not
conclusive, as the EP A pointed out
at the meeting, Kingston and
Newton residents have drawn their
own conclusions.
Dorothy Champion, the school
nurse at the Daniel J. Bakie School
is concerned about the potential
for explosion at the waste sites. ln
the event of such an explosion
students at the school would be
endangered.
Champion's fears are based
partly on here .. own lungs hurting
when they were reconditioning the
barrels." But that's not her only
reason. Her son was a ecurity
guard at the site. He decided to
quit after just one day on the job
when the soles of his boots were
eaten off by the chemicals on the
site.

Feb. 14 is ValentineR.lJay.
Let someone special
_know you care
The New Hampshire

Valentin e Greetings Page.
AMERICA'S LEADING MAGiqlAN ANO ILLUSIONtST

,.- '

ANDRE KOLE
I,

A MAGICAL

ANO SPIRITUAL
EXPERIENCE
AS WITNESSED
IN 73 COUNTRIES
BY OVER

For all reporters

Sunday, Feb. 8, 3 p.m .
Rm151 , MUB

70

8:00 p.m. - Wed., Feb. 11, 1981
GRANITE STATE ROOM - MUB
TICKETS AT TICKET BOOTH - MUB
STUDENTS: Door $4.00, Advanced Groups $3.00

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.

The New Ham pshire

HANDLING STRESS
CREATIVELY
w-ith

DR. WILLIAM BIIHIIN

MILLION

PEOPLE

(YOUNG

FINE ARTS
GALLERY~

56 MARKET STREET,

PORTSMOUTH, NEW ·HAMPSHIRE 03801 • (603) 436-8773

AUCTION
JAPANESE ART AND ANTIQUES
Friday, February 6 · 7 p.m.
,Viewing daily, JO a.m. - 5 p.m., and until 6:30 day of auction
Catalog: ~6 by mail; $5 at the door.

Internationally Renowned Authority
On WHOLISTIC HEALING

Tuesday, February 3
To11011un1 111

Dimond Library, Forum Room UNH

7:30 pm.

ANTI QUES i nc l ude : 19t h Century Chlr ~e l'!.osewood Che st; a Pair
of Fine 3 col or Jade Desk Screens and. Ro s ewood Stands; Dragon
Boa:t; a Pair of Foo (root carved) Dogs; a Six Panel Screen;
PAINTINGS i nclude a fine Hokusai, a Shuko, Sumi-e sketches,
a Shukei, and others. WOODBLOCK PRINTS by Yusai, Fuyo, Tansetsu,
Shokado, Yeizan, Toyokuni , Yoshi tora, Hokusai, LARGE SELECTION
OF HIROSHIGES, Bunsei, Toyokuni III, Yosheiku, Kuniyoshi, Kazan
Watanabe, Sei tei, Hokkei, Chikanobu, Yoshi toshi, Shuntei,
Seiko, Keinen, A LARGE SELECTION FROM KOGYO'S NOH DRAMA
ILLUSTRATIONS, Barei, Kamo Tomo.nobu, Shusai, Hanko, Shoson- Koson,
Hiroaki, Rakuzan, Yoshida,, Hasui, Shiro, Kotozuka , and others.
Auctioneer:

sponsored by
THE SOCETY FOR \JVHOUSTIC LIVING

J

Next Aucti on:

George M. Young, Jr .

NH L~cense

If 2020

Fine Prints and Drawings, February 27 7 p.m,
American and European Paintings, March 27, 7 p.m.

We are now accepting consignments of fine prints and paintings
for future monthly auctions.
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Tr~iners
continued from page two
reduction in the injury tally to
increased flexibility and less
contact during practice.

He mailed his flexibility
program to UNH 's football
players who weight train during

the summer. There is, normally, a
high incidence of muscle pulls at
the beginning of football season.

Care Pharmacy
•Looi ,Yarn
$3.50

•Barella
$2.40/$2.95

-t SEE OUR NEWLY ARRANGED

I

OUTREACH
COUNSELING
SERVICES

A
CAIIE

Nancy Webb, M. Ed.
Duane-Karlen, M. Ed.
Ben Fowler, Hypnosis

~INC.

868-2280

YARN DEPARTMENT.
I CHECK OUT OUR LOW PRICES
AND WIDE SELECTION OF
WE ALSO CARRY A LARGE
COLORS.
SELECTION OF KNITTING
COMPARE & SA VE
NEEDLES FOR YOUR
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

51-53 Main Street, Durham
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

A private professional agency
offering services for men
and women in transition

Marriage/ Relaionships
Stress Management
Career Decisions
Sexual Issues
Hypnosis
Families
Divorce
20 Madbury Rd. Durham
868-1241 - - - -

There were less this past season.
He does not know how many
actually used his program, but
fewer muscle pulls and an increase
in performance were a telltale sign. ·
.. Some of the ground pounders,"
Biron said, .. increased their 40 yard
times." Ground pounders are, the
slower running linemen.
Most injuries occur during
practices. In football at UNH,
more occured in practice this
season than in games.
'"Football is number one in
injuries," Dr. Ed Eldridge, the
team doctor, said. The highest
percentage of injuries being caused
by helmets, fewer by shoulder
pads, fewest by forearms. "When a
head hits a head or hits a knee
something has to give. I've never
seen a helmet split," Eldridge said.
The injuries, however, don't
stop when football season ends,
but just begins for the ice hockey
teams.
Biron described hockey players
as a different breed of athlete who
expect trouble when they are out

r--------------~--- ~----------i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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862-2293

Trainlna tor new members bealns on Feb. 19th
ENJOY the ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Through
M.U.S.0.'s DARKROOM
& PHOTOSCHOOL
2 LEVELS OF PHOTO INSTRUCTION
,to teach you the art of photography
--BEGINNING PHOTO to teach you the basis of the camera,
developing, and printing
-ADVANCED PHOTO to improve your skills and teach you
new techniques
-Classes start next week and meet once a week for 6
weeks
-Flexible class times to meet your schedule

3 FULLY EQUIPPED DARKROOMS
so you may practice the art of photography
. we provide:
-all necessary printing and developing equipment
-all necessary chemicals
you provide film, paper, and talent

REGISTER NOW in rm 14B MUB for classes and
darkroom use
PHOTOSCHOOL (incl. darkroom) $40/sem
DARKROOM ONLY $30/ sem
*prices are for students only - non-students add $5
for questions see Dale Eva, M.U.S.O.'s·
.. Darkroom / Photoschool director

LEARN ·and PRACTICE
the ART of PHOTOGRAPHY

on the ice.
Injuries plague hockey play_ers
by the nature of the sport: hurhng
pucks, wrecldess sticks, and hardhitting boards. T~ey wear less
padding than footba~l. players,
allowing them more ag1hty.
In non-contact sports, many
athletes suffer from common
symptoms. The .. wearing down"
injuries that tra~k ath_letes get fr~m
increased running miles, tte skier
gets in conditioning, the svimmer
and tennis player ·get from
overusing the same musce s and
joints. All these inju~i~s resLlt from
fatigue and overt~am1~g: .
Sometimes, serious mJunes can
be prevented . As Robin Meeker
said .. Make sure the mlts are.
taped, check the bar &:ttings,
secure the beams, check the field
for holes, sweep the court, and see
that the javelin and discs throwers
don't overlap.
No, it's not magic that heals
UN H's athletes but th< team ·
behind the teams.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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ARLOIBOISEIGLAD

ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

L E E S A R D E N R I ,:. E
0 P A L S A R A H O L CA
FAVORITEMARTIAN
T R I ■ 0 N E A ■ N OT■ A N D E S ■ M I C RO B : C
MT G E S B 0 N E Y •A n A
L I 0 N p u F F S E R DA
L 0 u• B A NJ 0
GA B ON
E N T R A C T E ■ B A T A ff ■
-A R K■ A J A R ■ R I S
F A T H E R K N O W S B E 5 IT
IBA RI ANN u LIA LlA
ALLA T OI LE S LI V
T E C H S T E E D KA ~ E

--------------------------- . --J
ECKANKAR: AWAY. OF LIFE
This is thl..' th1.:11·11.." of un intrnd111.: tory tulk d1.:uli11g w it h
indi\'iclmtl unli 1ldm1..·11t through pl..'rsonul 1..·xpl..'rk-111.:1.: oft 11..'
n1rio11s kwls of ..t\\'t1r1..·111.."ss. This clis1..·ussio11 will li1..· hdd
Tul.."sduy , Fd1111ary ;i at 8 :00 P.\I in 1111..· I~ocki11ghum room ut
the .\Il ' B.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DISTINGUISHED
TEACHING
AWARD
DESCRIPTION
Nominations are requested for the U H Alumni
Association's Distinguished Teaching Award.
Established recently as a means to honor distinguished
teaching and to provide encouragement and incentive
for excellence in this field, the award is sponsored by the
Alumni Association. The award will be presented at
Commencement each year to two faculty members;
each recipient will receive a $1500 c~sh prize.

Eligibility
Nominations 1hay be made by students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and friends of the University of New
Hampshire, and will be accepted at the John S. Elliott
Alumni Center by March 1{ 1981.
All full-time members of the teaching faculty at the
University of New Hampshire, with a minimum of three
consecutive years teaching at UNH, are eligible to
receive the Distinguished Teaching Award. Past
recipients are not eligible to receive the award.
The names of nominees, their departments, and your
reasons for making the nominations, should be sent,
with your name and signature, to The Distinguished
Teaching Award Committee, Elliott Alumni Center,
UNH, Durham, NH 03824.

CRITERIA
The following general criteria have been devised as
guides for use in nominating individuals for the Distinguished Teaching Award. It should be kept in mind that
· no one individual will necessarily satisfy all of the criteria listed. It will help your nominee if you are specific
and cite examples that illustrate his or her distinguished
teac~ing.
• The faculty member should possess a comprehensive
knowledge of his or her field, and have a scholarly grasp
of the subject matter and an abiding interest in the area
of study.
• The faculty member should organize and present the
subject matter effectively, i.e., i11 such a way that it
makes s.ense to the student and is consistent with the
objectives of the particular course, while, at the same
time, suggesting interrelationships between the subject
matter of the course and other fields of learning or
human activity.
• The faculty me~ber should stimulate thinking and
develop understanding, i.e., challenge the student's
intellect so as to encourage critical thinking and an
open-minded attitude on the part of.the student to
the end that he or she becomes more self-directing in
the field of knowledge.
• The faculty member should arouse the students'
interest and the educational experience should be significant in personal terms and in relation to their educational goals.
• The faculty member should demonstrate resourcefulness, and make good use of the human and material
resources that are available while using methods and
techniques of teaching that are appropriate to the
course an~ the specific class or situation.
• The faculty member should respect and have a
genuine interest in students as individuals, assist them
in solving their individual problems, and treat them in
a fair and impartial manner.

NOMIN ATION FORMS

available on bulletin boards everywhere
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-Editorial
•
mcrease
budget
for
necessity
realize
Students
Freshman packed three into a small dorm
room or upperclassmen sitting in the aisles ofan
overcrowded classroom know best why UNH
needs this spring's budget increase.
Yet when the state legislators need the
information they call their most accessible
sources -- the administrators.
The state budget is expected to reach the
legislature in May. Forty percent of UNH's
funding is from the state. And this year the
University System of New Hampshire is
requesting a 825,511,038 increase.
Items most likely to be cut will be UNH's
proposed computer sciences expansion, a
possible nursing masters program, a center for
educational field service and funds to help meet
changing enrollment demands.
The students have to help the legislators
realize the University's P?tential for expanding

educational and housing facilities.
It is nearly unavoidable that a 825 million
increase will not breeze through the Republican
senate. The push there is to trim, cut and
eliminate.
Our administrators can speak with the
legislators but it is really the student's job to let
the state representatives know the depth of the
University's present needs.
The UNH Diamond Library is "in a state of
crisis." _
The book collection is not up-to-date and
students are forced to study sitting on·the floors
of an overheated room or stay in a noisy dorm
room.
Juniors and seniors have had to be sent. to
motels and hotels because of an overcrowded
campus.
Students have to set their alarms for three or

four a.m. to get a computer terminal.
Students have to wait for an hour to get into
the dining hall because so many students li~e
on-campus.
Many have to sit on the floors in overcrowded
classrooms two or three times a week -- a fire
hazard at the least
New Hampshire legislators may have to trima
little of the administration's request But each
one of them needs to hear from you through a
massive letter-writing campaign, ·organized ~
Anne Burt, chairperson for Students for the
University.
For a realistic economic decision the
legislators need to be persuaded by the students,
as well as the administrators, that UNH is an
institution bursting at the seams.
Only a substantial budget increase can mend
such a tear at this late date.

THE~ YtJV HAVE.
IT. llnt:Rtcft !
ANOTHER TAX
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Have a complaint or complimen t?
Submit typed letters

to the Editor
in Room 151 of the MUB.
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Letters
Infant care
To the Editor:
I have been very interested in reading
the coverage that The New Hampshire
has given the lease situation of the
Durham Infant Care Center.
The Center, which serves 31
University families, is located in a
Forest Park apartment. Because .of an
increased demand for housing in the
past year, the Forest Park Office has
decided not to renew the Center's lease
so that they can begin using the
apartment for housing again. If a new
space is not found by May the Center
will have to close its doors.
It seems to me that the Forest Park
Office has hit upon an idea that may
open up the housing supply more than
they've anticipated. If the Center
closes, many families now living in
Forest Park may be forced to move.
leaving vacant apartments for those on
the waiting tfst. Also, ff the Forest Park
community a·ccepts the loss of the
Infant Center, they may also be willing
to have the spaces now occupied by the
laundrctmat, the Extension Service,
and the Forest Park Daycare (for older
children) converted into apartments.
After all, the main concern of the
Forest Park Office is housing, and in
cases where there are conflicting
interests, housing must be the priority,
regardless of the consequences. Freeing
up this one apartment in question will
result in one less name on the waiting
list, a possible child-care crisis, and a
demonstration by the Office at its
resourcefulness at finding solutions to
problems.
Karen Neary
H-3 Forest Park

Priorities
To the Editor:
While reading a recent article on the
current $14 million fund raising effort,
it occured to me that someone has
misplaced the University's priorities.
First,-when Residential Life is forced
to house students in lounges and beach
motels, and when transfer and
readmitted students aren't considered
for on-campus housing; the planned
building of a residential tower for the
New England Center becomes an
outrageous proposition.
Second, 1 feel the planned expansion
means a proportional increase in the
number of students. Not only would
this increase the housing pressure,
but it would also increase the demand
for library study space which currently
leaves much to be desired .
Although I can appreciate the idea of
turning this campus into a prestigious
University, I feel current needs should
be met before future dreams and
desires are given serious consideration.
' Wayne A. Scott

Candy

01an

To the Editor:
An open letter to Officer Brown:
I spoke with you concerning the
"Canning of the Cand) Man" and we
had time to go over one reason why 1
complained about your passing out
candy to children on their way to
school--that being my daughter\
hyper-active reaction to sugar. Granted
you could give her peanuts and the
other children candy, but try and
explain that to a 5-year-old when the
sad look comes over her face as she sees
he(self as being left out.
The shortage of time to speak with
you has not allowed me to mention the
other reasons why I feel the passing out
of candy is not appropriate.
I. 7:30 a.m. i · a bit early--a lot of
children haven't e\en had breakfast-and 1 hardly believe they run to school
and brush their teeth. so there the suga r
sits until sometime after they get home.
2. I. as well as oth~r parents. tr) to
teach my children not to accept candy
from strangers. I realize you become
well known as the year _pro_gresses. but
as smart as they are. 5 and 6 year olds
may have trouble differentiating
between one uniform and another. and
let' face it. anyone can put on a
uniform and start passing out cand I
believe the chance is too great to take.
Thl.!rc ha\ been a sign~ficant amount

of discontent among ottier parents in
Forest Park as to why their children
should be deprived just because one
mother complained. All I can say is I
spoke with teachers, the principal of
my daughter's school and parents
before voicing a complaint and the
majority of the responses were that it
was not a good idea. So ... although the
wish is that I tell your superior that it is
alright for you to again bring candy,
peanuts, etc, my stronger feelirygs are
that it is not alright and I will not
compromise on the issue.
I hope you can understaryd my
position and not feel this 1s any
reflection on you. Your reason for
starting the "tradition" is very kind and
my brief meetings with you, as well as
your reputation with others, lead me to
believe you are indeed a kind and
generous man. Surely you ~an se~.t~ere
is more involved here than JUSt a piece
of candy."
I am sorry you have taken this so
personally as I have no other
complaints about you as an officer.
You are clearly the most friendly w_ith
the children, and they have a genuine
affection for you, even without the
candy.
Sandra K. Cragin
5E Forest Park
Durham, NH

Recycling
To the Editor:
Students for Recycling is an
organization on campus that is
concerned and dedicated to recycling.
Our goals are to educate students,
faculty and .staff on the benefits of
recycling and to regenerate some
recycling on campus.
In the past we worked with the
UN H-Durham Regional Recycling
Center. We had established recycling
programs in most of the dorms and
were working on increasing volumes of
recyclables. Many hours and days were
put into !his endeavor.
Last semester the center closed and
put us back to start. The center, it
seems was no longer economically
feasible and the space was needed for
other purposes. Students for Recycling
has since been trying to regenerate
some recycling on campus.
Last semester we started recycling
computer paper to keep students for
Recycling an active organi1.ation. On
the average for every ton of paper
recycled 17 trees are saved and 63(}c of
the energy required. to make paper is
saved from the computer clusters. We
chose computer paper because it is
easier to handle, easily located. and
worth more than other recyclables. The
paper is collected two to three times a
week by members.
When enough is ·tock piled we rent
or borrow a truck and bring it to North
Shore Recycled Fibers in Salem, Mass.
The income from the paper is used to
pa) the rent and gas for the truck. Th
surplus 91one) will be used for a glass
rec)chng program we hope to start
oon. Watch The 'eu Hampshire in
the future for details.
Our computer paper progra m 1s
doing quite well and we hope to ha,c
more programs in the future An) one
interested in helping or sharing ideas 1s
urged to attend our meeting held ever)
Tue!'iday at 8 p. m. in Ham-Smith 218. 11
)OU can't attend but are still interested
call Jill V1erus at 2-1666. The more help
and support we have the more \\C can
accomplish.
Thank you.
Students for Recycling

Legal age
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Cauchon:
I'd like to respond to your Jan. 30th
article concerning the MUB PU B's age
verification policies.
Your criticisms are directed at the
wrong people. and also unfairly nasty.
On May 24, 1978' the New Hampshire
State Legislature instituted a 20-yearold drinking age in the state. That's the
law. The MUB PUB is bound to
conform to this law: it's in our alcohol
11cense. lt you don't like the law,
address your dissatisfaction towards
those who make the laws--not those
who have no other choice but to
enforce them.
Name-calling those who need
enforce the law is irresponsible

journalism. Perhaps funny _and ego- , who are trying to do their best for UNH
boosting, but not responsible. The
students. I'm sure none of them likes
students and staff who run the PUB are
enforcing the drinkinJ age regulation~
conscientious and dedicated people anymore than you like adhering to

them.
Hope you enjoyed the show.
David Petersen
MUB PUB Intern
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Arts & Features
I-Tones'
''Love Music''
By John Grady
.. My legs are about to collapse." said one satisfied participant in
the I-Tones experience Saturday night .in the Mub Pub. The two
hours of dancing and music couldn't really be called a show or
concert because the whole idea (in which the I-Tones succeeded) was
to break down the barriers between the performers and the audience
and achieve a feeling of oneness and unity.
•-r• means Unity of consciousness" said the dreadlocked lead
singer Ram, .. Our music is love music, it defies racism and
differences and brinp;s people together."

I-TONES, page -18

Woodsmen (Woodsperson s?)
head north

By Nancy E. Smith
For those of you unfamiliar with
the UNH Woodsmen's Team, it is
a group of about 25 students
witb two men •s teams and l
women's team, who meet in a small
field behind the field house to
practice tossing pulp (small, 4 foot
long logs), throwing axes, and
sawing cookies (slices off the end
of a log).
This weekend the UNH
Woodsmen's Team competed inan
inter-col l egiate meet at
MacDonald's College in
Montreal. Along with 36 other
teams from colleges throughout
Canada and the northeast United
States, UNH competed in 13
events, such as the quarter split.
falling and twitching. and log
rolling.
As faculty advison Don Quigley
says we're on_e of !he few sport
club teams here at UNH that can
say we participate in international
competition."
Competitions began at 8:30
Saturday morning and continued
until well after dark. The first event
of the day was falling and
twitching, in which 2 men or 2
women drop a 20' tall pole with an
axe. The log must fall on or near a
wooden stake in the ground, and
then four team members .. twitch"
it; they loop a rope around the log
and drag it across the finish line.
Teams judged on the accuracy of
the fall and total time.
Later in the day, the UNH teams
participated in the cross-cut event.
The cross-cut saw is 6' long with
teeth on only one side of the blade
and wooden handles on each end.
Each team is divided into 3 pairs,
and each pair must cut 2 cookies
before passing the saw to.the next
pair. The team with the shortest
total time wins.
One of the more-difficult e,vents
of the day was axe throwing. This
is a singles event consisting of
throwirrg an axe into a bullseye
target from 20 feet away. A single
or double-bitted axe may be used,
and contestants use either one or
· two hands, throwing to the side or
overhead.
0

events, but luck is important too •., respectable standing, with the
said Joel Stephonski, a member of men's ••A" team rating fourth of
the UNH ·•A" men's team. "Some the 37 teams. Jay Wheeler, the
of the best throwers are women. It captain of the A team .contends
takes a lot of finesse."
.. we really didn't do too bad,
Toward the end of the day considering we have no coache
events become less centered on and practice only 2 or 3 times each
actual old-time logging skills. The week.
2 final events are the snowshoe ••These teams practice 2-3 hours a
race, in which a team member must day, 5 days a week." Members of
run a I½ mile course in snowshoes the A team did bring home a few
(this may seem simple enough, but individual awards. Joel
try running that distance with 5 Stephanski and Gary Sredzienski
extra pounds strapped to each placed first in quartersplitting. For
foot!) and the water boil. In this this event, a red dot is painted on
timed event each team is given a the end of a short log. In the
piece of wood, an axe, matches, -shortest po ible time. participants
and a can of soapy water. They must split this log into 4 seperate,
must cut the wood, start a fire, and whole sections with a bit of the red

boil the water. When the water

boils -over onto the flames. the
timer stops.
Saturday _evening the awards
were presented. UNH managed a

"Tltis is one of the more skillful

Smith details emotion
By P. Rand Tracy
Mark Smith knows the details of
his character's emotions. includin,z
the genuine disappointment when
one's choice- for Miss Universe
loses.
Smith, a Guggenheim
Fellowship recipient and U.N.H,
fiction-writing professor read from
his unfinished novel Doctor Blues
last night in the Forum Room of
the Library, as the semester's first
installment ofthe UNH writer's
Series.
-- -~··.,.- -

Dressed casually with a sweater
under his blazer, Smith stood and
read as if he were comfortable with
the group. Many of his collegues.
students, and friends were present;
there were also people there who
whispered among themselves of his
great ideas, and how they would
like to use that idea in the short
story they were writing for their
fiction class.
••You11 have to excuse me," he
said,"l haven't written for many
years in the narrative voice."
Smith read in a clear, punctual
and free flowing voice from the
beginning of his half finished
· novel. which was written as if the
characters were writing about how
they saw themselves. Starting with
the difference between Northern
Man and Southern Man, the story
depicted a man of the north who"
prides himself in his spartan spirit
that allows htm to urvive." The
character saw himself as one who
wears down vests and skis up-hill
instead of down, who dreams of
sand and sun and Technicolor
brochures. This man would prefer
to sun his bodv in it's entirety and
reek of coconut on the beache-s.
Smith continued with this

character, and spoke of his
disappointment when Miss Brazil
lost the competition for Miss
Universe. At the party in his own

Mark Smith by Ned Finkel

on each part.
Clyde King, also on the A teain,
was awarded first place in th_e pulp
WOODSMEN, page 18

\

Woodsmen tossing pulp. (Nancy E. Smith photo)

Blue Lights at .the_Church
By Sleepy John Palmer, WUNH
The Blue Lights- a seven piece R
& B outfit from Providence RIplayed to a packed house at the
Stone Church in Newmarket
Saturday night.
The audience seemed to really
enjoy themselves, and the dance
floor never had any room on it.
When only a few people were
dancing, they let loose on every
square inch of dance floor.
Fronting the band is Pete Shonk
on vocals and harp, and
occasionally slide guitar. Rob
Nelson plays lead g·u itar,and 1s '
quite good at his mtros and solos.
The band relies on him for a big
part of their sound, and he comes
through well. The rest of the ba nd
consi ts of Fred Schifinoon on sax,
Carl Quelfurth on trombone, Matt
McCabe on piano, Doctor Kenny
on bass. and Bob Soit on drums.
The audience seemed to really
enjoy themselves, and the dance
floor never had any room on it.
When only a few people were
dancing. they let loose on every
sqaure inch of dance floor.
The Blue Lights have been
together for years and are getting a
single out soon (listen for it on
the Freewaves).Their sound is very

SMITH. oaee 18
BLUES, page 17
Blue Lights.1(Ned Finkel p~oto)
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Breaking through only to let go
By Kim Billings
If you want to catch the big ones, you've got to be on the iceearl~.
Real early. Lake trout, I heai-, run ten or twelve pounds. Eighteen,
twenty inches. When you·re used to brook trout and pickerel, almost
makes you believe in Loch Ness all over again.

* * *

My friend, Ganolie, and I stop for coffee at Dunkin' Donuts in
Laconia before heading out on the lake. The lake. Winnipesaukee.
We let the two cups cool on the roof of the car while we buy smeltbait at Martel's 'Baithouse. Martel, in his heavy wool plaid jacket,
complains of a stiff neck as he scoops a netful of smelt from the tank.
Ga1.zolie. who is a physical therapist when he isn't a fisherman, tells
him to put moist heat on it. Martel, who is a fisherman when he isn't
selling bait, tells us the best fishin: is on the north side of Governor's
Island.

* * *

Governor's Island belongs to the wealthy during the summer. In
the winter, the shutters of big white houses are closed and the
driveways are unplowed. During the winter, the ice around the
island belongs to the ice fishermen.
Bobhouses are scattered on the ice like an unplanned clusterzoning· development. Big ones, little ones, green ones, red ones.
Some have windows, some don't. No boundaries -- just drag your
house out when you're sure the ice is thick enough, and where you
think the fish are biting.
Gazzolie and I walk out about a quarter mile and stop. He says ·
this is the place.
.
.
.
Ice fishing is a sport ot teehn~s and v1bes,,accordm_B to Gazzohe.
When you're standing in a big open space and the wind is whippin'
down from the Belknap Range. ifs hard to feel anything. And the ice
is at least two feet thick where we stand, so ifs impossible to cheat
and peer down through the ice, hoping to spot the silver flash of a
trout. So. Vibes it is.
.. , .ll dig the first hole ... he says, pulling out the ice:-ehipper. ••you
get the jigs ready ... No electric augers for these dudes. An ice-chipper
looks like a four-foot crowbar without the hook at the end. Instead.
there is a sharpened -edge. A good sharp edge is important.
otherwise. it's like trymg to saw oak with a dull chainsaw.
Gazzolie strikes water twenty minutes later. He's sweating. but
doesn't dare take off the layers of insulated clothes - sweat freezes
fast on the lake.
••Your turn,·• he says, grinning. ••Find a good spot." I walk a few
rods further out and stop.
"How's this, Gazzo!?"
''How does itfeef!" he yells ... Good vibes?'"
I shrug and say, ••1 guess so ...
It 's so much easier in other seasons. Paddle the canoe to a different
spot when your patience and / or luck is running out. Walk
downstream a bit when the fish aren't biting where you are. Steer the
dory to a flock of gulls hovering over a school of bluefish. But, in the
winter, nobody's anxious to dig through two feet of i<;e too many
times. Besides, Fish and Game allows only two holes per fisherman.
Winnipesaukee is a big lake. It starts in the town of
Moultonborough and floats down to Alton. End to en~. if~ ab.out
eighteen miies iong. ihls is as good a place as any. I begm ch1ppmg.
And get tired tast. At first. the ice breaks in big pieces and the
chunks fling themselves on the lake's surface beside me. Rainbowcolored ice prisms mooning the sun. Halfway down, about a foot,
the chunks are squasfied into slivers as the chipper belts down,
through the crystal clear stuff. About this time, there's an excuse to
rest -- stop, drop the chipper, bend down and scoop out the ice chips,
so you can see the bottom and know you're not letting the hole
become conical. Otherwise, how are you going to purt those big ones
up through? Finally,Jinal/y, my arms stumble-:. there's nothmg left
to chop. Water gurgles slowly at first, and then gushes up and onto
the ice. Comparable to the way Jed Clampett felt when he struck
oil. Black gold. Texas tea.
I attach the sounder, a weight, to the end of the test line of the jig
and drop it through the hole. It falls fasrthrough the black water for
a few seconds and stops. Pull it up six feet. That's where the trout
hang out. Mark it with a match stick, and pull up the rest of the wet
line which freezes and resembles dental floss when it hits the open
air.
·
.. Know how to put a smelt on the hook'!''Gazzolie says behind me ...
sipping a Guiness Stout.
He looks like he was a-tough Italian punk once-- and he was, in the
streets of New York City. This city kid's trying to tell this country kid
how to bait a hook? Ha.

·(Henri Barber photo)
.. Like a worm, I assume."
••No e. You gotta J1ook'im Just bel<;>w or above th~ spine, so he
can stifi swim around. Hetter to snag him below the spine-- that way
he won't get loose."
So much for my rural knowledge.
.
•·Okay." I grab a jack smelt, a little bigger than the rest. Hook him
and drop him .
* * *
The wait. Can "t play checkers in ten below zero ~e~ther. Or poker.
So we eat sardine sandwiches and watch the cha1rhft on Gunstock
Mountain.
..Big money at that place," I say in the quiet.
·· Huh? Oh. Yeah," Gazzolie says.
Gazzolie's fishin'. but he's not really thinking about it. His
mother's dying of cancer three states away.
•·Going to be hard to let go. huh Gazzo!?" I say.
He sighs. '"Yup, but I have to. Everybody docs."
.
•
Gazzolie's like that -- he's thirty-one years old, but talks hke hes
been around for a couple of lifetimes. and has remembered
everything. It seems better ~o not-talk no~.
.
His flag goes up. We bolt m clumpy felt-h~ed huntm~ boots to the
hole. ··Gotta let 'im run,"GaZ7olie is mumbling. Wewa1tand watch.
••Gotta- let'im swallow 1he whole hook." I lean closer the catch these
little hints from the guy who grew up in the Hronx. He starts to reel
in.
Sixty feet of line later, a large head po~es through_. I have doubts
that it'll fit through the opening of th~ ice ho_lc. Finally, Ahab. I
understand your obsession. Gazz~l gives a_ fmal heave,. the fish
fighting all the way, and throws him on the ice betwee us.
.. Goddamn," Gan.olie says.
••Yeah," I say.
"My knees won't stop shakin'," Gazzolie laughs.
We clean the fish right on the ice and throw the guts to the gulls.
Seventeen inches long. about eight pounds. Good vibes.
* * *
An hour later, my flag goes up. We jump a_nd ~ope it ~asn't the
wind that triggered the flag. I follow Gazzohe's ·m.struct1ons that I
remember from the first hole. Feels heavy and the hne takes fore~er
to pull in. Ah, but here it comes. Same size as Gazzol's. 1 throw him
up on the ice.
.
.
.
"Can't keep 'im," says Gazzohc, shakmg his head.
"What?" I think he must be kidding.
·'iftat's Land-~lockedsa·lmon. F'is°h and Oa,;ne says they're t~o easy
to catch and the 1ake would be all tished out 1f everyone kept em, so
you've gotta ti1row him back in.''
"Who's gonna know'!"
.
•·They've got trained dogs that sniff salmon out. They can tell the
difference between trout and salmon."
••shit."

"'Yeah. Gonna be hard to let go ...
••Guess I have to, though. Everybody does."

Gallery
By Holly
L·essard
_.

Blues Notes
contmued from page 16
tight, and is gettmg better as you
might expect from such an
experienced band. In the. p;ist,
they've opened for Willie Dixon,
Muddy Waters, and Joe Turner.
Most of the band is from the
Providence, RI area, though Pete
(vocals) is from Dublin,NH and
Carl (trombone) is from
Peterborough. They are part of a
collection of RI bands like
Roomful of Blues and Widespread
Depression Orchestra. In fact,
Carl left Blue Li~hts for Roomful
and came back to Blue Lights, all
in the last 2 years·.
It's great that Roomful has had
the chance to put out 2. albums
with a 3rd on the way, but
unfortunate that Blue Lights has
been unable to do the same.
The time may be coming
though. Since I last saw the band in
1979, they seem more in control of
the stage, and do more originals
now. The memorable cover tunes
from Saturday were the Little
Walter tunes that Pete is featured
on, and .. Need Some Easy
Money", which displayed Rob's
guitar abilities. (Jimmy Johnson
plays his version of the song on his
Johnson's Whacks album.) ·•in
the Night", a Professor Longhair
song, was dedicated to the Prof.,
who n:4ssPct l4Wav iust about a year
ago. (His last album, Crawfish
f{(!~tal is excellent. Prof Longhair
also has an album,Live- on the
Queen Mary, which was recorded
at a party thrown by Pa1,1l and
Linda McCartney.)
Presently, the Blue Lights are
getting ready for a tour through
Canada that will culminate with
playing at the Quebec Winter
Carnival with many other Blues
bands. When they return in a few
weeks, catch them if you can.
They11 be back at the Stone
Church in a couple months. Just be
sure to get there by 8:30 or there
~y _be no seats left.

.....

\

_____ _

Misc: Upcoming LP Completes
on the Bluespower Show ( 11
Sunday nights, on 91.3 FM)
include Little Walter, Confessin'
the Blue~. on 2/ 8, and Muddy
Waters, Can't Get No Grindin', on

2/ 15 ...
The latest volumes (4-6) of the

Living Chicago Blues series are
out. These discs feature the work
of people like A. C. Reed, Lovie
Lee with Carey Bell, Uetront
Junior and Guitar Junior, among
others. Each volume of the
series features 3-4 cuts by 3 bands,
most of them veteran player.s of the
Midwest who haven't been
released on a national album
before. It's a rare glimpse of what's
happening now in B~ues and a
must for the serious collector.
Each album has a nice history of
each artist on the back. Congrats
to Alligator Records for a
wonderful series.
The Widespread Depression
Orchestra, another Providencebased band, are playing Jonathan
Swift's in Harvard SQ uare on
Thursday, Feb. 5. Thei.r album is
called Downtown Uproar.
Roomful of Blues at Mister
McNasty's, on the Fenway in
-Boston Feb.20-21. Etta James
plays Swift's on 27 11 (a recent
schedule change.) The 11th Hour
Blues Band has a tape that will t>e
at the Freewaves soon, and they're
playing the Inn Square Men's bar
this Saturday.
Finally, the BB King intervie_w
Larry Jacobs and I aired m
November will soon be featured
on WGBH-FM, 90.0 on the dial.
Mai Kramer, host of the Blues
Hour II PM Friday nights, has

offered to air it around March
fin,t. We'll announce a definate
date soon.
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Woodsmen

Face to Face expands ·the sta
By Joe Friedman
The stage at the Franklin
Ballroom is extremely small, but
the Face to Face band did not let
that constrain them. Although
their freedom of movement is
limited, their movements on stage
prove how motivated their
rock 'n 'roll is.
I am very impressed with the
shows the Face to Face band
performed this past Thursday and
Friday evenings at the Franklin. It
is apparent that the band is gaining
momentum which will hopefully
lead to the all important recording
contract young bands aspire to
gain.
Face to Face appeared in town
last semester, and· their show was
impressive. They performed at the
MUB PUB and at the Frnnklin as
part of the WUNH-FM live
rock 'n 'roll broadcast series. Their
song, "I'm Not That Kind of Girl"
received radio air-play throughout
this area, and people began to
recognize the band's name.
Interesting though, that this
time around, the band did not rely
on their most popular song to get
the crowd interested in their stage

continued from page 16

'show.
Their show and sound was
sparkling. Guitarists Stew and
Angelo popped off the stage
Saturday night to perform a
screaming guitar duet in the
middle of a packed dance floor.
Lead vocalist Paula Dudley
danced and sang extremely
energetically despite the fact that
she was suffering from the typical
wintertime disease, the cold. Face
to Face is fortunate to have Scott's
talents on the sax, which rounds
out their sound very well. The
beat and consistency of the band's
music is held down by John on the
bass guitar, and Billy, a leatherjacketed musician with a great deal
of poise.
Face to Face unleashed four new
songs on the Durham audience this
weekend, one of which had never
been performed on stage before.
The band's sound is diverse from
tune to tune, a dynamic which
makes their show more interesting.
Face to Face seems to expand
the stage at the Franklin with their
presence, and I look forward to the
next time I have the chance to see
them lay their rock LIVE!!!

piling competition. He was judged
on neatness and time as he moved a
small pile of pulpwood from one
stack to another.
The activities of the weekend
were concluded at a huge bash with
a 16 piece Bavarian band.
UNH, which had had a
Woodsmen's Team consistently
for the past 9 years, will be h-olding
a meet here in Durham on Feb. 19.
At this time there are J 3 teams
planning to attend, including 3
high school teams. One final
woodsmen's meet will be held at
the Fi~ger Lakes Community
College in New York, sometime in
late April or early May.
When asked about the
Woodsmen's Team, Margaret
Fopiano, captain of the women's
team replied simply" we're in it for
the fun , not the competition." A
quiet comment was heard from
somewhere nearby"That's a hell of a lot to go
through for a party ... "

the I-Tones' hackheat rocks the MOB PUB Sn1ith R~ads
continued from page 16

living room, he fell to his knees in
disbelief. "But why go on, it's too
sad. We all have missed our
chances."
Smith seems to change his
characters at this point. The story
jumps to an aristocratic cocktail
party in Maine. This is a life his
new character wants to escape
from.The sea scape beach party at
tae DeLahunt's bring Smith's
character to a drunken, romantic
scene with the sea in which the
character sings in Portugese to
passing sailboats enroute to port.
The male cfiaracters Smith
portrayed are tull ot detail and
feeling.(Jhe female characters
were, less substantial). They
drifted with you and you felt their
astounding actions. His characters
came out of his voice with clarity,
and in all their actions, they gave
you solace in the fact that we are all
human.
Smith has written such novels as·
Toy/and, The Death ofa Detective,'
and The Delphinium Girl. The'
Dea~h of a Dete.ctive wasi
nommated for the National Book(
Award in 1974.
Smith said ·t hat he expected the
story to be finished by the FaUand
that it is already under contract
with the William Morrow
Publishing Company.

continued from page 16

The best reggae group in
Boston, the I-Tones style is
authentic Jamaican Dub music:
singers and instruments improvise
over the spar, driving, backbeat
rythm onhe bass and drums. This
allows more variety, dynamics,
and freedom of expression than
the more popular disco or
commercial reggae like Bob
Marley or Jimmy Cliff.
The music is full of awareness
and protest against the oppressive
situations in the world but it strives
for a transcendance: love making
harmony out of our differences
and problems. This reflects the
often misunderstood Rastafarian
belief that the goodness of the
simple, natural things in life will
eventually triumph over the
degrading and artificial aspects of
industrialized life . The song
"Chant Out Of Babylon•• depicting
this positive attitude overcoming
the negativity of a polluting,
devolving society.
Ram's propelling tenor voice
and driving bass combined with
Jamaican Horace Reid's drums
and sweet high harmonies to set
the pace.
Abdul Baki. Filipino born, who
_spent t~me in Jamaica.played brief,
inventive melodices on the
keyboard to highlight the rhythm
and bring out his "spiritual
expression."
Chris Rockers, born in Cuba
and reared on Jamaica until he
attended UNH in 1972,
accentuated the rhythm on electric
guitar. He added some flashy leads
bu~ always blended with the
flowing, unified sound.
Jah Shirt, a smiling, magnetic
Jamaican, augmented the music
.with tambourine, a crazy rattle and
vocals. He occasionally took the
lead improvising some exciting
singing on the extended jamming
dubs.
'"The Revolution is Right On
Time" a lyrical chant reflecting on
peoples growing awareness of the
inju tices in the world showcased
the band's vocal harmonies. This
contrasted with the simple,
pastoral images of birds, trees and
nature in the son .. Created by the
Father."
.. Love is a Pleasure, "the IT ones Single release was a
beautiful anthem to the happiness
waiting in the universal goal of
love.

The music combines the
melodic, do-wop feeling of the 50's
Rhythm and Blues;with the funky,
chun~y rhythms of soul in a
context of Island calypso airiness
and l~ght-heartedness into its own

Ram. (Kevin Keegan photo)

Jamaican character and flavor.
This all adds up to an irresistable
dancing beat. The dance floor was
full from start to finish of the ITones set.
The Rasta consciousness adds
another dimension to the music.
The songs expand into long
interweaving jams accented by
echoes, and reverb that become
less like songs and more like

sensuous textures and vibrations and danced arouna me stage
of love and happiness. ..The playing a kind of Springsteenmusic's about feeling good," said Costello style of new wave rock.
Baki.
The organ player was especially
exoressive cavorting and
~qntorting_ as he fing~red his
The raucous. rocking TRADE- instrument.

MARKS opened the show with a

Mark Smith (Ned Finkel photo)
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MUSO deserves a word of

roaring, blisteringly loud set that thanks for bringing reggae and acts
included the nuggets .. What'd I like the I-Tones to the MUB. There
Say" and "She's About a Mover" is a wealth of talent in the Boston
completely reworked. Sporting area and it's not too far for UN H to
grey suit jacket the band leaped be on the circuit.
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Room for rent in refurbished duplex in
Dover. approx. $125/month. Call 7493954. 2/3
2 Bedroom apt. Charles St., Dover
$250/month plus electric and
economical gas heat. Parking, storage,
Kari Van, available for semester. Call Tom
or Betsi 868- 7382. 2/6
Large room in quiet home, Littlehole Rd.,
Durham. Washer & Dryer, limited kitchen
privilag.~s. walking distance. Non smoker,
no pets or parking. $525/semester. Call
Tom or ~etsi 868- 7382. 2/6
One male to share apt. with four others,
have own bedroom, heat, hot water,
parking included. Carpeted, all new.
$650/semester. 8 Mill Rd. Durham Call
(603) 623-6046 or 868-1695. 2/3
Rooms available in large house. 9
bedrooms, 6 baths, large kitchen, T.V.
room, Living Room, Bar, Plant room.
storage space, Dining room. Also a study
& Guest bedroom. Many advantages
including laundry equipment off-street
parking, K-Van stop in front of house, etc.
Everything's negotiable, Reasonable rent.
2/6
2 Bedroom Apt. in Durham available for
sublet NOW! $300 month - must pay all
utilities. No pets. Kitchen, Bath. CABLE
TV Call Susan 868~1290
M/F wanted for own room in 2 bdrm
duplex. Completely furnished
woodstove/washer-dryer. 1 mile· from
UNH: Call Sandy 862-2411, 868-2118
nites. 2/17 _
ROOMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - to
share 1 'Bedroom apt. in Durham.
Bedroom large, much closet. space.
Kitchen, Large Living rm. $130.00 Sec.
Deposit, $130.00/month rent, heat &
water included. Male Preferred. Call Kurt
at 868-5673, or see 7 Dennison Rd. Apt
N-7. 2/6
Three rooms to rent in spacious older
home to female staff or student.
$160/month includes heat and
electricity. Dover. Call 742-6126
evenings. 2/3
For rent-one or two in a apt. own room.
$130/ month & electricity. Pets, smoke,
close to KVan in Newmarket. Ask for
John. 659-6273 2/6
Apartment to share--120 mo. includes
gas stove, gas heat, and hot water.
Located in Lee, N.H. 2 miles from
Campus Available now. Call 868-5936.
2/6

IIIIC1lllt10U1
'far Sale

I~

BRAND NEW ROSSIGNOL ST COMP. For
sa le. 195 cm. Must sell. Only $ 160. Call
2-1945. Ask for Wendy. 2/3
Canoeists. Add excitement thil spring
with a decked boat. Slalom-style C-1.
Paddleable, $60 as is. Call 868-2686 2/6
For Sale: full size gas range, continuous

clean oven, e><eellent condition. $125;
fiber glass bath tub, white, R.H .• excellent
condition $50; Corner cabinets, under
counter, rotating shelves. excellent
quality and condition $25 each. 2/6

Sansui Receiver: 120watts/ch. $450.00.
One pair Kenwood Speakers: $125.00.
Call 868-5372 after 7:00 p.m. Ask for
Jerry. 2/20

2/10
Need a new stereo system?? Cheapest
prices in the nation can be found in Rm .
19 Congreve Hall. I carry all major brands
and will beat any price. Call now 8621653, 868-9803, or stop by and ask for
Dave. 2/6
Medium sized refrigerator in excellent
condition. Asking $100. Call 659-6180
evenings or weekend. 2/3

TRUCK UNLOADERS--Dansk Factory
Outlet needs "ON-CALL" people to help
unload 40 ft. contasiners on weekdays.
Approx. 1-2 weekdays per month. Call
Les_lie or Pam 207/439-0484 Kittery,

Racing stock K2 810 skis with Marker
M4-15 Bindings, 204 cm, $200. 1 pair of
the ski, 190 cm, with Marker M4-12
bindings, $100, Call Jim R. at 868-9715,
Rm. 307 2/3

Mi'Jioe 2(3

· Boys Gymnastic instructor needed to help
coach Boys Team at New England Sports
Acaj:temy, Madbury. Must be able to work
eveoings. Call 742-9000. 2/27

KOHLER & CAMPBELL reconditioneo
piano with matching bench. Hundreds of
new parts inside. Completely refinished
outside. All craftmanship by owner. You
will agree, dollar for dollar, this piano
looks, sounds, and works better than a
new one. Call (207) 4~9-3033. 2/3
Sansui receiver: G901, 160 watts/ch.
$500. Leave a message for Adrian at the
Sigma Nu office (Room 145) at the MUB.
2/3
FOR SALE Warm morning gas heater,
made by Locke- Stove Co. For Natural gas
installation (could be converted to L.P.G.)
15,000-50,000 BTU • Complete with Flue
Connection
$350.00 • Like new. Call
after 6:00 • 742-6593 2/6
FQR SALE: Brand New Rossignol Stratos
1SO's. Still in box from factory. Asking
$ 140.00 call 868- 7269 2/3

Bo's Express!! CAIi 868-2499!! We
deliver Subs, Pizzas, Munchies from
Durham House of Pizza. Delivery charge
is $1 .00 for first sub, .25 for each
additional. $1.50 fQr first Pizza, .50 for
each additional. So get the whole floor to
order and save. 1 /30

I_He-Ip
Wanted_Jlll]

Ski Tuning: Complete service, Pick up and
delivery if needed, reasonable. Also 1 pr.
Caber Equipe Bios size 8 1/2 for $85. ex.
cond. Call Jim 749-2798 2/6

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS: CAMP
BECKET - boys camp in the mountains of
Western Massachusetts - has openings.
for college students, teachers and
coaches to serve as cabin counselors and
program specialists in its summer
program. Activities include hiking,
sailing, swimming, canoeing, athletics,
crafts, dramatics. Also openings for
nurses (RN). For application contact Lloyd ·
Griffith, State YMCA. 6 St. James Ave,
Boston MA 02116. (617 / 426-8802). 2/6

~

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS: CAMP
BECKET - Boys's camp in the mountains
of western Massachusetts - has openings
for college students, teachers and
coaches to serve as cabin counselors and
program specialists in its summer
program. Activities include hiking,
sailin9, swimming, canoeing, athletics,
crafts, dramatics. Also openings for
nurse£ (RN). For application contact Lloyd
Griffith, State YMCA, 6 St. James Ave.,
Boston MA 02116. (617) 426-8802).
2/10

I~-RapaaJ~

COMPUTER TERMINAL (CRT) FOR SALE
Hazeltine 1400 - Used on DEC10 by
telephone. $400.00 Call 749-1344 2/13

Cat Nip Pub

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS .
Overnight camp for girls in New York
State's Adirondack Mountains hasopenings for counselor-instructors in
tennis, waterfront (WSI, sailing, skiing.
smaH crafts). gymnastics. arts/crafts
pioneering, music (piano), photography:
drama, general counselors. Information
available in Placement Office or write:
Andrew Rosen, Director. Point O'Pines
Camp, 221 Harvard Ave .• Swathmore, PA
·19081 '2/20.
Upward Bound has a position for a
tutor/counselor. 5:30-9:00 Monday and
Wednesday evening. 3.75/hr. for work
study only. Opportunity for extra hours
and full time summer job. Contact Dan at
!362-1563 before 2/3.
SALESPERSON--Dansk Factory Outlet .
has a part -time opening that can becQme
full time in the spring if desired. Must
enjoy working with people and must be
available all weekends. Apply in person or
call: Leslie/Pam at Dansk Factory Outlet
Coastal Rt. 1, Kittery, ME. 207 / 4390484. 2/3

CAMERAS for sale:' Minolta XD-11,
Minolta XG-9, Pentax ME; all with normal
lenses. 135 mm f/3.5 lenses for Minolta
and Pentax. 85 mm f/1.7 lense for
Minolta. All new - never used. Call Dave
Rm. 216. 862-1909 or 868-9684. Prices
much lower than anywhere aroundll

Europe, S. Amer., Australia. All fields.
$500-$1200 monthly. Sightseein9. Free
info. Write IJC Box 52-NH1 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625 3/3

-

•

.Class. A
' d's .Deacllfna:FrfdayotJp.m./9~-~~tlWJIII',
TuadayotJp.m.[or Prlclay'•·,.,._

STEREO SYSTEM. Technics SA400 45W
receiver, list $320. Technics semiautomatic turntable-$200 . Advent
loudspeakers-$350. Audio-Technica
Shibata cartridge-$200. Best selling
Empire ~artridge-$85. Plus approx. 100
albums lfl good condition. BEST OFFER
Call Rick, Alexander 233. 868-9748 o~
862-1_617. 2/3

OVERSEAS JOBS • Summer /year round.

'
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Typing done in my home; I B M Selectric
typewriter Tel. 742-4704 4/3
You only have the rest of your life to do the
things you want. Why not learn guitar
from a talented performer? Call 659-6182
for information. 2/6
TYPING - Retired secretary. Experienced
in all types of term papers. Proficiert in
~palling, grammar, punctuation, etc.
Reasonable rates. Prompt service.
Located walking distance to UNH. Call
Anita, 868- 7078. 20 Park Court. Durham
3/6
Are you looking for a ride to California
Feb. 77 Contact: Carol Richards 0689725. 862-1598 2/6

·f_1.o1t_andFound_
·
j[gJ
LOST: A pair of eyeglasses in a grey fabric
case - somewhere around MUB (7) on
Tuesday. Call Linda rm 207, 2-1603.
LOST: Large male orange tiger cat.
Answers to K:B. very friendly. Last seen
near 28 Young Drive. If you find him
PLEASE call Rachel at 868-1615. 2/3
LOST BOOK - C.L. Sheridan, METHODS
IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. Text
lost in Snively Arena, Tuesday 1/27, at
UMO/UNH hockey game, or on an
evening Kari -van run . Please call 8689884 or 2-2401; ask for Brenda. 2/13

_M_1s_ce_11_an_•_u_,_11•1i141
SPRING BREAK '81 in BERMUDA!! Enjoy
a week of sunshine, fun on the beach and
lots of Partying. Don't miss Bermuda this
spring Break, Experience says it's the
place to bell Starting as low as $249,
including everything from accomadations
to Partying!! Call now and put down a
deposit. David at 862-1653, or stop by
Rm. 19 Congreve Today!I 2/17

_ _A_ut_os_r_or_Sat_e_~]

I~ I

1972 Super Beetle, Engine. glass, body,
all very good. Needs new frame. $450 or
Best Offer 664-7651 Keep trying. 2/6
1973 Chevie SUBURBAN CUSTOM/10.
Excellent mechanical, good body, original
owner.. Snows. $950. Tel. 926-5296 2/3

.

l[j]

_Pe_rsonal•_ _

Gifts· Campus Goldfish delivers, Campus
se~en pound can of chocolate pudding
delivery. Do you need a refrigerator? Buy a
used one for a little more than it costs to
rent one for one year from the university.
Re~ember for fish, pudding and
refrigerators call Dorison's snacks - Joe
868-1827. 2/6
Desk Wanted • Used, nice-looking &
cheap! Willing to pay up to $25-30 if
worth it. Please call Sue at 868-1675.
2/3
Jacki & Jim - my 2 favorite ads people.
Have a wild_ weekend ... Love, Peggy. 2,(3
Dancers! Hetzel's D~nce-a-thon is just 3
days awayll Register now and get
psyched to dance with all your kidney!!
2/3

Evelynlll Legal at last-have fun but be
sure to get home before the streetliahts
go off. Thanks for the B-Day wish--the
same to you, may your 20th be full of wi Id
timesl Love, Reno.
Mark & Curt • to the other set of clones I
know. Have a Happy Birthday. Love, A
maybe clone Beth (Hteb?) 2/3
Sick and tired of the same old thing? Add
variety to your life. Join the crowd at THE
FRANKLIN BALLROOM! Now presenting
NEW WAVE and ROCK every Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday for the 20 and over
group. Come early, come on down to the
FRANKLIN. 2/3
THE BROTHERS of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
cordially invite all men to OPEN RUSH
Tuesday, 2/3 and Thursday 2/5 from Sto
10 p.m. SAE is located at 28 Madbury
Road. Refreshments will be provided. 2/3
My Dearest Ann, Although the days have
been many, and our correspondence
virtually nil, I have thought of you often.
With deep feeeeelings I send you my love
and best wishes for a very HAPPY
BIRTHDAY. Your forever loving admirer,
M. BLOB 2/3
BAF, POZ, DJ, LK, P7L...How about
another short trip for pizza in the near
future? RALPH would probably love to see
us again! Thanks for a"fun night! Love.
SAM 2/3
.
Have you seen Gloria? Did you see the
movie GLORIA? If you haven't, you're
missing a super movie. But, it's not too
late. GLORIA has been held over. Now
GLORIA can be seen at The Franklin
Ballroom tonight & tomorrow for $1.00.
Open to all ages. 868-5164 2 shows: 7:30
& 9:30. 2/3
Ann, HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Nardol Hope you
have a terrific day (one full of mooching
and farting and all the things you love to
do best!) Lets make a date to celebrate salad or pizza - your choice! Take Care ... a
friend. 2/3

GAY COFFEEHOUSE We are having an
informal coffeehouse open to all men and

Laurie - Happy 20th Birthday. I can't wait
until Friday for mine so get psyched for
Thursday night. Maybe we'll see Tom and
Paul? Love your roomie Beth.
Predict the future? You say impossible?
Learn the secret of the ancient Tarot
cards. Full instruction • 8-10 sessions.
Call now: 742-5352. Chris. 2/3
Cathleen - Sorry no breakfast this
morning but birthdays only come once a
year. Hope you had a good dayl Love, your
flame friends. 2/3
Dear Brendan • Welcome back to the
madhouse. Sorry I won't be there to give
you moral support. Keep the faith and
good luck on your second, third, & fourth
priorities! C.S. 2/3
Free concert or Sports tickets, to any
Boston- event. Win the tickets of y our
choice this Sunday night during Rolling
Stones NIGHT at the MUB PUB Club. Vote
for your favorites Stones song and
become eligible for the tickets of your
choice. Sunday night, February 8th, MUB
PUB Club. A Rick Bean Production. 2/6
GLORIA is still at the Franklin Ballroom.
By popular demand the movie GLORIA
has been held over. For $1.00and this ad.
you can see this great film tonight &

women, gay or straight. Its a chance to

tomorrow (Tuesday & Wednesday). Two

meet and talk with others. play games. or
listen to music in a relaxed environment.
Bring guitars, backgammon, munchies, or
soft drinks if you like and just feel
comfortable being yourself. Drop in for a
few minutes or a few hours. This Friday
February 6, 8:00 • 10:00 PM, Philip Hale
Room, Paul Creative Arts Center.
Sponsored by Campus Gay Awareness.
2/6

shows nightly: 7:30 & 9:30. All ages
admitted. Remember it's The Franklin for
GLORIA. 2/3

Rolling Stones - Its the 7th Annual MUB
Pub Club Rolling Stones night. Vote for
your favorite Stones songs and win
concert or sports tickets of your choice.
Rolling Stones Night - This Sunday
February 8th at the MUB PUB CLUB. A
Rick Bean Production. 2/6
Gia, Stu, Judy; Lou: Get ready for the
biggest and best Dance-A-Thon ever.
Let 's celebrate good times ya hool 2/3
MEN!--WOMENII JOBS ON SHIPS!
American. Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept. E-8 Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362
3/31
Come Susie dear let's take a walk, just out
there upon the beach. I know you'll soon
be married and you'll want to know where
winds come from. Well its never said at all
on the map that Carrie reads behind that
clock back there you know. At the 4 Winds
Bar. B.0.C. 2/3

Sail Around the world with SEMESTER
AT SEA - a unique academic program
sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh.
Available to students from acredited
colleges and universities. For catalog call
toll free: (800) 854-0195 2/6
To my flourescent walk-jogger: truth does
not do so much good in the world as its'
appearances do evil. Few People know
how to be old; and wisdom comes by
suffering. Thanks for everything, your
time, Love. trust ... and computer number.
How's that Buddy?

Patty G. - After drinking all your orange
Hi-C, eating all your raviolis, keeping you
up half the night, and using·your room as
a hotel, the least I could do is wish you a
happy birthday! Even if it will be two days
early ... love always, Jackie Mac.

CLASS ADS

CAMERAS FOR SALE

3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday
1

C()ME WATCH GENERAL,
HOSPITAL WITH US!

I

NEW
NEVER

.USED

Minolta XD-11 . $399. oo
w / 50 mm f /1.7 lense

Minolta XG .. 9 •· $249.oo
w/45mm f/2.0 lense

Pentax ME .. $249. 0 0
w/50n1n1 f/ 1.7 lense

Lenses
135mm f / 3.5 Minolta - 99. 00
135mm f / 3.5 Pentax - 9_9 .00
85mm f / 1.7 Minolta - 189. 00

Call: Dave - Rm. 2161 868-9684 I 862-1909

A $,500 Euton scholarship
is available· next year to
upperclassmen, Vvith high
academic achievement,
interested in agriculture.
If interested' send letter
application to Avery Rich,
Associate Dean, LS&A
by March 31.
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Colllics·

State

by Craig White

Easy WrlburJo my ~ighl I p:)S+ m~
tui-kon bi\\,to my le# m~ book rec!i~
a;:rl in .(;-orif•

Canceris
often
curable.

0 0

The fear
of cancer
is often

fatal.

Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

11' U~ TO PRACTI~
MV &\GPI~, WRINGMY LUNC~ HOUR ...

M I'V 5PEND M~

Cl-TUE TIME GITT/~
OUT OF fAR.,UOT.

Dinsdale

by Joe Kandra
O.K, 7}//JT3 Fi/1/E. lET5
1>0 ·7>1£ WHOLF- .SCEIII!
MOM THE mP /JG/.Jt/11.

If you're. afraid of
cancer... you're not alone.
But some people are so afraid
that they won't go to the
dootor when they suspect
something's wrong.
They're afraid the
dootor might "find something'.' This kind of fear can
prevent them from discoVer·
mg cancer in the early stages
when it is most often curable.
These people run the
risk of letting cancer scare
them to death.

.l

American Cancer
· Society
THIS SPAC! CONTIUBUTED BY THE PUBLISIIER AS APUBLIC S!RV!CE

collegiate crossword
6

7

8

9

11

12

13
ACROSS

1 Mr. Guthrie
5 Northwestern
capital
10 Pleased
·14 Dregs
l5 Eve or Enoch
Hr Irritate
11 October gem
18 Miles
19 Miss Korbut
20 "My-," old TV
show
2~ Prefix for pod
24 Draft classifi- cation (2 wds.)
25 " - as a
Stranger"
26 Incas' mjlieu
28 Bacterial
33 Homeowners' debts
(abbr.)
34 Skeletal
35 Santa ____.,
36 Bert Lahr role
37 Emulates the big
bad wolf
38 Earth goddess
39 Mr. Boudreau
40 Eddie Peabody's
instrument

36

39
42

55
58
61

© Edward Julius, 1978

Collegiate CW78-2

41 West African
nation
42 Theatrical interval
44 Doesn't eyelash
45 Genesis vessel
46 Open
48 judicata
50 01 d TV show
(3 wds.)
55 Construction member
(2 wds.)
56 Invalidate
57 Inter 58 breve
59 Sheer fabric
60 Eastern European
61 Cal. 62 Horse
63 Orson ~lel les role

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8 fabric juncture
9 Makes more
attractive
10 Picturesque cave
11 Leslie Caron role
12 Aquarium growth
13 College VIP
21 Deer
22 Actor Calhoun
27 mother
29 Data, for short
30 Jane Fonda movie
31 Djakarta native
32 "Ro l lerball" star
33 French title
(abbr.)
34 Diamond sacrifice
37 Larcenous .rodents
(2 wds.)
38 Nibble
40 Tell all
41 Needl efi shes
DOWN
43 Very enthusiastic
Ai rbarne
44 Cried
Amends
47 Metr.ic work unit
Omitting (2 wds.)
49 Ward off
Site of 1952 winter 50 Car or command
olympics
51 Competent
Washbowls
52 Bath powder
Give a speech
53 Unit of speed
Old TV show (4 wds.) 54 Soak up the sun
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Eye Appeal!
The latest, high fashion
frame from the Versailles
Edition. Our professional
fitting staff will help you
choose from these exciting
colors: Lilac Swirl, Maple
Swirl, Misty Blue, Honey
Rose.

WHITEIIOl 'SE OPTJ('JAN
6 Brnad,,a,·
Din er "\. JL
742-1744

endow1nents
continued from page three
infamous book that was banned by
the church, condemned by the
courts, and censored by every
reputable organization in the 18th
century.
He said his study is important
because it will reveal .. the human
stuff ol which society and citizens
are made."
Brown will begin his grant
studies in the spring of 1982 and
combine it with a summer
sabbatical in 1983, to take a year
and a half off from the University.
"Ive been teaching for eight or
nine years without a break. I'm
pleased I can devote all my time to
writing, now," Brown said.
Brown has been to Huntington
three times , writing and
researching. He found, •·the
atmosphere conducive to
scholarship," and was impressed
by their collection of rare books
from the 18th century.
••My life at the University, in the
most general sense,is devoted to an
investigation of all those who, by
their portraits of human life, by
their rational and irrational
imagination, present a picture of
sufficient strength to create others
in their own image," Brown said.
Assistant Professor of History
Jeffrey Diefendorrs research will
center on the reconstruction of
po t World War II German cities.
According to Diefendorf,
scholars have studied political
rebirth and economic recovery in
great detail, but have done little
work on the actual rebuilding of
the ruined cities.
Diefendorf plans to study the
planning, the financial backing
Unlvetslty of New Hampshlte

Celeb,ity Se,ies
Tickets Now on Sale
All performances
Johnson Theater

National Theatre
of the Deaf
-8 p.m. Wed. & Thurs.,
Feb. 11 & 12
Seniors & UNH.Students
$6.50 in advance
General $8.50;
group rates available

Little Theatre
of the Deaf
children's performance
,

10:30 a.m. Thurs., Feb. 12
Children $2; Adults $3
No group rates
Memorial Union Ticket
Office 603/862-2290
0 n Mon-Fri 10 a .m.-4 p.m.

and the role of occupying forces in
the reconstruction process.
••1 hope it will say something
about values people have
historically, and aesthetically,"
said Diefendorf.
Diefendorf believes his research
will provide insi~ht into the
economy and politics, and perhaps
more importantly, into the
practical implications underlying
his study: How a city would
recover from a major disaster?
Diefendorf will spend most of
his time in Munich, Cologne,
Berlin, and other German cities
gathering information. He will
return to UN H for several months,
..digesting" information, then
return to Germany for the spring.
Diefendorrs goal is a book
aimed at historians, urban
planner , and a general audience.
''There were an awful lot of
Americans involved in the war in
Germany," Diefendorf pointed
out. ••1 hope the book will interest
them since many were there during
the rebuilding."
According to Diefendorf, the
project will take three years to
complete. The grant will enable
him to spend time in Germany
researching. He will resume his
teachin~ duties at UNH, while he
compiles the book .
Diefendorf was .. pleased and
excited" about the fellowship. He
felt the timing of the award was

perfect, since he just recently
completed another project, his
book ••Businessmen and Politics in
the Rhineland."
Diefendorf endorses the
Endowments program. "Teaching
and research are closely related.
We're paid not only to ieach, but to
keep aware of events and inform
the students.••
Diefendorf earned his doctorate
degree at the University of
California at Berkeley in 1968.
Carl Dawson, professor of
English, has already begun his
research. He will be writing a book
exploring the relationship between
imagination and memory ,
focusing on writers from the

Romantic period to the early 20th
century including, Wordsworth,
Tennyson, Dickens, Elliot, and
Wolfe.
Dawson, who was on leave.,last
semester working on the same
project, is using this spring term
and the summer to complete his
book.
Dawson, author of several
books, feels his latest work breaks
the more traditional approach of
literary historians. Dawson plans
to use both philosophical and
psychological approaches, doing a
basic study of autobiographical
literature. His work will attempt to
show trends in writing of
movements throughout the

the century.
Dawson did most of his research
in England at the British Library in
London.
Dawson said his book will
"redefine itself as it goes along."
Dawson previous!y applied to
NEH for a fellowship, but was
turned down although the project
proposal was relatively the same.
Dawson has received numerous
ward~ ~lld. honors iocludin,g the
Guggenheim,American Council of
' Learned Societies,Fulbright
Award, and fellowships from
UNH and the University of
California.
ENDOWMENT page 22
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Last Jear more people
had cancer
of the colon-rectum
than any other cancer.

Andyou

12 ounce

LISTERINE

havenfthad

4ounce

'ROBITUSSIN

aproct,o
li1iely?

ggc

1.19

Procto: an
everyday way of
saying procooscopic
examination.
It's a simple
diagnomic test for

cancer of the colon
and rectum.
And it helps
save more lives than
any other step in
the checkup.
So, if you're
over 40,you should.
have a procto as
part of your health
.
examination.
Just think of it

I ~~partof

i,American Cancer Society

4 ounce

SECRETORY ·

16 ounce

FLEX

Deodorant

Shampoo

1.29

1.49
36
Count

'!'lf~ S!W:t OOIITRl81.,'TEO BY THE PUBLISHER AS APUBLICSERVIC!

S'IT UE. T HE!\TALS
For the 81 -82 school year, walking distance to campus. 2 bedroom units for 3 or 4 students, $3,000/ semester. One bedroom units for 2 students $1,800/ semester Find your
own roommate . We pay for heat and hot water For an
aooointment call 868-5542 . ask for NICK.

Doctor Edward Godnig and
Doctor Karl Er_dmann, optometrists
proudly announce the addition of
a full-service optical dispensary
to their Durham Optometri Cent r
at 4 Newmarket Road (across
from the Durham Town Hall).
Phone 868-5737

1.39

2,or79*

SUPER VARIETY
10 ounce
~ Sounce
VASALINE
Intensive
Care Lotion

DIAL SOAP

~ White or Gold

Vaseline
OPTICAL SERV ICES
NOW AVAILABLE INCf.:UDE:

OPTOMETRIC SERVICES
STILL INCLUDE:;

complete frame rcpairi,
large frame selection
quality lens fabrica tion
f1amc adj ustments
contact lens su pplic<lo w , 1s1on aid s

soft and hard contact lens fi tting
routine visi on exa mi nat io ns
periatric vi ·io n exa m ination!>

lntensiVe

care

\ision tn.unmg. H:-iual hygiene
suggestio n!> dcvclopmcnt,t l vision
diagnos1· a nd trea tment

I 0% Student & Senior Cit. Discount
hours Monday thro ugh T hu n.da) 10-5. E\ cning hours b a ppoi nt ment.

( ~ ~1

1.29

0

3 1°
tor

Limit 3 at 1h11 Price

SHOP WELL-WOOD. AND SAVE
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Endownients
continued from page 21
Dawson said a book is
exhau~t~g to write. ••1 become
very engrossed in my subject, but I
tire of my own handling of it.,.
Dawson earned his PhD from

Columbia University in 1966. His
previous books include Thomas

Love Peacock.. His Fir.J.t' .Wit,
Mauhew Arnold and the Critical
Heritage Series, and Victorian
Noon," his latest book which was

Dawson, U1etendort, and
Brown were excited to be chosen
from very rigorous national
competition. It is estimated there
were about 1500 to 2000 applicants
for the fellowships.
The three NEH recipients
agreed that the awards were a fine
reflection on education at the
U niversitv.

VISTA is coming alive again.
Come alive with us. VISTA. Call
toll free: 800-424-8580. Or write
VISTA, Box A, Washington, D. C.
20525.

Cilll----1111111..-.----------------------------published in 1979.

Wednesday Feb. 4th
9:00 p.m. Strafford Room
(129 mins.)

•••

SEEN ANY GOOD
MOVIES LATELY?

JIIII

El LEE, BHE,, .n
THI )l _n C.\POTE
J.U IES COCO
PETEH F.- \LK
.\LE( '. (;( IY\ESS

THE STING
l 1aul

Tuesday, Feb. 3rd
9:00 p.m. MUB PUB
(94 mins.)

MurderbyDe~

A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM

Newman

VISTA

Robert
Redford

Robert .~haw

Winner of seven academy
awards including best
picture. You cant't miss this
favorite

ELS\ u,cllESTEH
U.\ \ II) 'i \ .E,
PETEH SELLEHS
:\I \(;(;IE S:\IITII
, .\":Y \\ -\I.KEH
ESTELLE \\ 1:\WOOU

Neil Simon's Tongue-in
cheek Tribute to great
detectives, criminals, fit:;, ,ds,
and hapless victims41ho've
left their blood-stained
fingerprints on the silver
screen. It's outrageously
funny.

The
New
Ha~pshire
«:Ol ,~1-:1.oH~:

'"-~"·"'·

SENIORSIII
The Great NORMAN BENRIMO, our studio photographer, is
anxiously awaiting your presence.
Sittings will only be held from Feb. 5-13. There will not be another
chance to have your Senior Portrait in the 1981 Granite. So don't miss
' it!!

Come to room 125 of the MUB to
sign up now for your Senior Portrait.
We guarantee you will come out smiling.
You are really
~oing to enjoy this!

Beautiful, hold
that pose!

(11111/iJ'i,,,I
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M. U

.S.O. FILM SOCIE TY

If you won't
read these

7sigua1s
of cancer...

Thursday, Feb. 5

You probably have_

BEST FILM
OF THE YEAR.
BEST DIRECTOR
OF THE YEAR.

the 8tli.

1. Change in bowel or
bladder habits.

8. Asore that does not

II Y JllM

CRITIC S

heaJ.
Unusual bleeding or
discharge.
Thickening or lump
in breast or elsewhere.
8. Indigestion or diffi-

ITANLEY

S.
4.

KUBRICK'S

SINGING IN THE RAIN

culty in swallowing.

Slomg·Gene IWy
Donald o·Comar • 0etm ~

&.Obvious change in
wart or mole.
7, Nat,ging cough or

hoarseness.

" ... the best movie musical ever made."
John Springer, A ll Talking, All Singing, All Dancing

From Watrte< &os..

8. A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detecting cancer at a.n

The real "horrorshow"
==--=-~
- - picture for Droogs

early stage. A stage
when it is highly curable. Everyone's afraid
of cancer. but don't let

llelecMcl. by M-G-M
Oivao!d by G.1w 1<.1y ad ~ 0onen .
Ploduced by At1tu lieed

.

Sunday, Feb. 8

Step back into the old .days
with this fme movie musical.
Shows 7:00 & 9:30
Strafford Room, MUB

' ·it scare yru oo death.

*

Amerir.a.n Cancer Society

THIS SP11CE C(IITRIBUTED 8Y THE PUBIJSHER AS APUBIJC SEIIVK'E

Admission is just $1.00

Pi -~ appa Alpha

HETZEL HALL PROUDLY PRESENTS
Its 4th Annual, 48 Hour

DANCE-A-THON
to benefit the Kidney Foundation - N.H. Affiliate

----.c.....__
"4~!t
~
COME DISCOVER A DIFFERENT
,.,.,,,, ~

~a{;-

ASPECT

To

COLLEGE LIFE AT

PIKE

--OPEN RUSH-Tues. Feb.3
Wed. Feb. 4
Thurs. ·Feb. 5

8-10 PM

Refreshme nts
5 Strafford Avenue

DANCE THE HOURS AWAY·...

Registration begins NOWIII

Get your forms at
the Mub Desk; Area I, 11, 111 Desk; Commuter Center 'Desk;
from your Head Resident or Frat. / Sorority President
Questions - Contact-Amy or Jean in Rm . 324, Hetzel
862-1614 or 868-9833

..

Grand Prize: Trip for two to ·sunny Bermud1a
Sporisored in part b,·:
R & W Travel & Bradford Realty

Feb. 6, 7 & 8, 1981
Begins at 6 p.m .
Granite State Rm., MUB

Bigger and Better Prizes Than Ever Before
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

SUCCESS
'STORIES

HERE'S YOUR CI-IANCE TO
BEINCLUDEDINTHE1981
GRANITE!!!

We gef 'm every week ·

for our classifieds.

Ttte ~~1' ;~UQ·pshire

JUST DROP A NOTE TO HOLLY OR JOANNE
IN ROOM 125 OF THE MUB, BY FRIDAY, FEB.
6th TO LET US KNOW IF YOUR GROUP
WOULD LIKE TO BE REPRESENTED IN THE
YEARBOOK.

YOUNG'S
ALL WEEK

COFFEE 25tt

Feb. 14
is
Valentines
Day.

Call 862-1490
862-1124

Mon.-Fri.

Let
someone
special
know
you care

10-2

BO'S EXPRESS
On thes( reezin· winter nights. when you ~ave the
screamin' munchies and just don·t want to leave your
room call BO'S EX PRESS for a piping hot pina or a
deliciously warm sub delivered directly to your door
from DURHAM HOUSE OF PIZZA.

.•.••.•...••.•.........•.•.....

S 1u~,·ia I:

French Toast, Syrup & butter,
tea or coffee (1 cup)

$1.45

Main St., Durham
Daily Hours 6 am-7 pm

so·s EXPRESS
868-2499
8:00 PM to
MIDNIGHT
7 NIGHTS A
WEEK

The
New
Hampshire
Valentine
Greetings
Page.
Drop by
Rm. 108
Before Wed.
Feb. 11, 2 PM
Sooner if·
possible
please

UP YOUR
Needs Writers
and Stories
Lots of good things to be done

IQ

DO NOT MISS
SHOW

TH.I S

FEB. 6r.7

Drop by Rm. 153
MUB (Memorial Union Building)"
(This Weeki)

Winner of The UNH Battle of the
Bands
P.S. Stefan Pasti's story on CARP in the Fall
issue of Catalyst was mangled through

editorial/staff mismanagement. See it
reprinted, correct.ly and unabridged, in the
Spring issue.

Doo..rs Open 8:00 pm
$2.00 cover with UNH ID
and proof of age
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CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS

RED'S-is Headquarters

ADS
ADS
ADS
ADS

For

INSULATED BOOTS

t'-·oo

1'"'""e

~e~

~\)l'

-1"e

T_he
Area's
Largest
Selection

Top
Quality
Famous
Brands

\\~11'

ios -

\\-0011'

ARE YOU SURE YOU KNOW
WHAT FAMILY PLANNING
IS ALL ABOUT?
If you think it means preventing unwanted pregnancy .. you're
partly right. But it means more than that. Like counseling
young people about how a baby before they are ready can
affect their health or mess up their lives ... helping couples
who want to have children but can't . . . counseling men on male
responsibility and methods of birth control.

CLASS ADS
CLASS ADS
CLASS ADS
CLASS ADS

RED'S
Broadway

-u~ =~

OPEN NITES
'TIL9

DOVER

It's important to know ALL about family planning . . . it means
more than you may have thought.

THE TIN PALACE

For information or help, contact the family plan·ning clinic in
your community, your local health department or your own
physician.

~

,?.

FOOD & DRINK •

2 BALLARD STREET

February 3-1 O

DURHAM, N.H. 03824
11:00 AM to MIDNIGHT
603-868-7456

Cafeteria
vNlght Grlll Speclal, Mon-Thurs, 4-7:30 p. m.:
Hot dog, soda, frles-$1
../ Breakfast Specials:·
Mon: Scrambled eggs, homefrles, toast
Tues: Pancakes, sausage
Wed: Cheese Omelet, toast
Thurs: French Toast, Bacon
Fri: Fried eggs, home fries~ toast
All specials Include Juice and
coffee for $1.25

Catering
../Sandwiches to go: call 2-2484 or see our
Catering Planner for details

Pistachio's
/Come treat yourself to a sundae, 75c
Strawberry. hot fudge, and butterscotch,
wowl

/open: Mon-Fri, 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat-Sun, 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

Pub

I Thurs & Sun: Rick Bean, New & Oldies
./Fri & Sat: IQ' s, Rock and Roll

v'NextWeekend: DevonsSquare

Ticket Office
/Feb 10: Ralph Nader

Stay ·
Awhile
With
Friends
COMPLETE BREAKFASTS

1.99
1.99
1.99
1.95
1.75

nro EGGS ANY STYLI! WITH BACON, TOAST, It JELLY .... .

TWO EGGS ANY STYLE WITH SAUSAGE, TOAST, ll JELLY ... .
TWO EGGS ANY STYLE WITH HAM. TOAST,._ltJBLLY .••••
fRENCH TOAST WITH BU"JTI!& ll SY&UP •.•••
PANCAKES WITH BU"JTI!& a SY&UP •••••
TIME PALACI OMILIT ..• wlaida i1 co ay, • aim 3 ea omelec available wish:
HAM
2 .00
BACON
,:, 2 .00 GREEN PEPPER 1.50. ESTEllN

1.50

CHEESE J .50
MUSHROOM I .50 PLAIN I .25
DESIRED
o-kt pricee will ....... • bic depeadi111 upon 1our reque11ed filling from the acock item IO dae cwcom
muhi-opci• modela.

MIX

& MATCH

.95
1.25*
.35
.30

ONE EGG ANY STYU WITH TOAST, OR ENGLISH, & JELLY .....
TWO EGGS ANY STYLE WITH TOAST, OR ENGIJSH, & JELLY •...•
HOMF..STYLE MUfflNS .... .
TOAST, plain whice, •• moer pumpenaickel, ~. or whole •~• .....

S!DU>kD~_RS
HAM
BACON
SAUSAGE

.85
.85
.85

COFFEE
SANKA
TEA

.35
.35
.35

RLVERA~U.
J011'

-

_COCOA .
-JUICE Sm

.45
.45
.35

Lg

_ .. 50
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Husk ies keep Wildcats down , roll, 37-1 2
By Steve Damish
It was the same_old story for the
UNH wrestling team- forfeits, a
couple of wins, and a flock of
losses.
There was nothing different in
this meet from the previou~ one, or
the one preceding that, and so on.
The University of Connecticut
wasn't expecting a tough meet and
didn't receive one as the Huskies
swamped UNH 37-12 in a
wrestling meet held on Saturday in
Durham.
"We were exoectinJ? an easv
match, " said UConn coach Chip
Wilhide. "'We weren't up for it."
For UNH caoch Jim Urquhart,
it was a let down and loss number
12-six times his amount of wins.
"We worked hard for this meet
to get in shape," said Urquhart.
"Ifs discouraging, but if I look at it
in long term growth, we are getting
better."
UN H takes on a tou_gh
University of Massachusetts
squad this ·wednesday at home at
3 :00 . • U Mass trounced th·e
Wildcats 48-3 a year ago.
After giving up the ususal sixpoint forfeit at 118 lbs. and
dropping a 16-3 superior decision
(five team points) at 126 lbs., UNH
notched a victory.
Kurt Massey (16-7) pinned
UConn's Jo-hn Peet at 134 lbs.
with only 17 seconds missing from
the first period to give UNH a
quick six.

Before any UNH fans had a
chance to savor the moment.
however, UConn's 142-pounder
Tom Solecki, 0 stuck" Vince
Brophy at 3:42 into the match to
give the Huskies a 17-6 advantage.
Brophy, who is wrestling above
his normal weight class to help fill
the gaps, earned praise from
Urquhart.
"He's a tough competitor," said
Urquhart. "His role is just as
important as the guys who win,"
Dave Yale ( 150 lbs.) added three
team points to UN H's previous six
to make the score 17-9 in favor of
U Conn before disaster struck
the Cats.
UNH dropped the following two
matches at 158 and 167 lbs. by
major decisions (four team pts.) to
ensure a Huskie victory by giving
U Conn a 31-9 lead with two
matches remaining.
Fra.nk Guadagnino ( 16-5)
increased UNH's tally in the meet
to 12 when he decisioned Jim
Worth 6-3 at 190 lbs.Gaudagnino
had a difficult time in staying
ahead of the much weaker Worth.
••1 -knew he wasn't going to beat
me," sajd Gaudagnino. "I was just
hanging out.••
UNH football captain Keith
Reynolds made his debut as a
wrestler at the heavyweight
position t~ fill in the otherwise
forfeited weight class for UNH,
but exited just I :42 later when he
was pinned. The fall gave UConn

'Cats suffer first loss
of year, split tri-m eet
By Ged Carbone
The UNH Men's Track Team
suffered its first defeat of the
winter season in a weekend trimeet at Kingston, R.l. which
coach John Copeland described as
a "very successful" one for the
Wildcats.
The 84-45 (UMass had 41
points) defeat, suffered at the
hands (and feet) of the University
of Rhode Island was overshadowed by UNH.'s slim victory over the
University of Massachusetts.
UNH's 45-41 victory over
U Mass was not clinched until the
final event, the two mile run. The
'Cats held a nine point lead going
into that event, and needed •a first
place finish, plus a runner in the
top four places, to ensure victory.
"The two mile turned out to be a
war," coach C6peland said. "There
was a lot of pushing and shoving.
Quite frankly , it was U Mass's
strategy to run a physical race."
But the Wildcats responded well
to the strategy as Dick Robinson
won tlie event in 9: 10.2. And junior
Dean Kimball, who had just won
the mile event, placed third to give
UN H its margin of victory over
UMass.
Copeland had high praise for
Dean Kimball, who asked the
coach to allow him to run in the
two mile after he had just won the
mile, "Kimball was the key. He led

us all the way. He showed us
mental toughness and a real team
oriented attitude."
Copeland also lauded his
highjumpers Mark Lauton,
Wayne Scott, and Mike Gaurino,
who each jumped 6'4" (personal
bests for Scott and Gaurino) and
provided five points for the
Wildcats.
The Wildcats, who are now 5-1,
were not disappointed by the loss
to Rhode Island. Coach Copland
said, "URI's a team we should
never beat. They have a
scholarship program, they're an
excellent, excellent school."
One example of URl's
excellence was pole vaulter Mark
Strauderman who qualified for the
U.S. Olympic Team last year.
Strauderman set a new URI record
in Saturday) polevaulting event
with a 17'6" jump, surpassing the
16'6" record he used to share. URI
placed first in 17 of 26 events and
scored 84 points in the meet.
Although Copeland was not
disappointed with the URI defeat
he was very pleased with the
UMass victory ... UMass is a much
larger school with a good track
program. And this is the fourth
time in a row we've beat them."
The Wildcats travel to Southern
Connecticut this Friday to
praticipate in a tri-meet with S.
Conn., and Brown.

X-C SKI SALE
*Kastle Easy Step
J5<, off
*Kastle 'Round Step' 45c; off
• K astle Trail II
J0<1i off
*Kastle Light Cross
45<, olf
*Kastle Racing
20';; off

OTHER SPEtlALS: .
Used X-C. Boots - FROM $10
, Last Years Racing Skis - FROM $25.00
Touring X-C Poles - $4.95
Excel X-C Poles - 10% OFF
The Lightest, Most Durable Racing Boots - 20% OFF
.Lined I Unlln_ed RJov1s .• 20% OFF -

DlTRHAl\1 BIKE

19 Jenkins Court 868-5634
Winter Hours: Monday-Saturda

UNH's Fnnk Guadagn no (16-5 on year) has UConn's Jim Worth in a compromising position.-G~adagnb~
won on a decision. (Tim Lorette photo)
·
six -more points and a 37-12
triu~ph.
.. I didn't know if it was going to
come down to heavyweight, so I
asked him (Reynolds)," said

Urquhart.
UNH is looking forward to a
possible victory when they face the
University of Maine at Orono on
February 21. But for right now, it's

Follow All UNH Sports
in .
The New Hampshire

Hocke y
continued from page 27
against Maine last week in a tough
back-to-back slate this Friday and
Saturday. They host Colgate arid
Yale in 7:00 p.m. games.
You could, however, take the
approach that McShane had about
his last tailspin and say that they
were due for a bad game after
winning three in a row and four of
the last five.
Whatever the case, the Cats will
have the time to restore their
energy and put out a maximum
effort come the weekend if they
hope to stay in the thick of the
play-off race. 11 games remain to
be played, and all count towards
the final positioning of the EC AC
final eight.

Support
UNH
sports

Basket ball

continued from page 28
point plays during his stint.
His first three-pointer was a t"\vo
handed dunk over• UNH
sophomore Joe Rainis. It gave
Penn State a comfortable 66-55
lead with 8:37 remaining and from
there on in UNH came no cioser
than eight points.
Brickowski was impressed with
the UNH backcourt of Al McLai~
(team high 16 points) and Robin
Dixon ( 14 points).
"They're -great:" he said. '·They
might be a little out of control
sometimes, but maybe because
they have to be.••
UNH , 1-3- in the ECAC, will
now play six straight ECAC
games. Five of the six will be
played at home beginning
tomorrow night with Colgate.
fhe Red Raiders are led by
Senior guard Mike Ferrara, the
nation's second leading scorer,
averaging over 27 points per game.
Penn State defeated Colgate, 8750, last Wednesday.

another meet down for the 'Ca:s
and five more to go before a Io~
1980-81 catastrophe ends.

Gylllllastics
continued from page 27
Goodspeed wa~ referring to p or
execution and falls off beam.
Maryland had 10 falls off the beam
compared to UNH's 5.
••There was a real improvement
on beam," said Goodspeed. "There
were less falls and we were less
shaky." But in order to achieve tie
score the Cats are capable of they
will have to cut out the fa s
completely.
Floor exercises, perhaps tie
most entertaining event n
women's gymnastics, proved to be
the biggest crowd pleaser. Sutt n
gave a dynamic performance 10
place second at 8.25. Cancelrr.o
was first with an 8.95, in a vibraa.t
combination of tumbling an:f
dance that garnered high acclain
from the judges.
Of her favorite event, Cancelrm
said,"lt's like I'm in a different
place. Sort of like a natural high"
Special mention goes to Ellen
Fahey for her electrif 1ing routire
done to the theme from Wonder
Woman. Once her tumbling
reaGhes full strength she will be ina
class of her own.
The Wildcat's next meet 1s
Saturday, Febrttary 7 at I p.m. in
Lundholm gymnasium.

Swim men 'sick' of UVM, 66-47
By Sue Valenza
The UN H men's swim team
evened its · season record to 3-3
after dropping a 66-47 contest to
the University of Vermont
Saturday. The meet was closer
than the score indicates however,
as several races were lost in the
final yards.
Although still recovering from
recent illnesses, several swimmers
were able to turn in respectable
times. Sophomore Ed Landry's
first place effort in the 500 free
was one tenth of a second within
his life time best. He took first
place in the 200 free as well.
.. It was a tough meet to lose but
we did get some good times out of
it," said Landry.
Senior Atilla Herczeg was back
in the Wildcat line-up and. swam
his best 50 free to date in 22.6
seconds. John Colbert was right
behind with a 22.7 giving UN Ha 12 sweep in the event. Colbert, who
has been strong throughout the
entire season 1 took first ,Place

honors in the 100.
Distance man Doug Sampson
turned in second and third places
in the 1000 and 500 free
respectively while cohort Mike
O'Donnell finished fifth in the
grueling 1000.
Jeff Growney won the 200
backstroke and led his 400 medley
relay team (Steve Warren, Al
Stuart, and Herczeg) to a first
place finish as well. Stuart took
second place in the 200 fly (2:01.8)
to complete the list of top Wildcat
top performances.
Head Coach Frank Helies was
without Greig Cronauer, one of
the squad's top breast strokers, but
his absence was successfully
compensated for by the third and
fourth places of Steve Warren and
Steve Ferranti in the 200.
..There was no doubt they'd
(UV M) had considerable rest for
us which was indicated by their
ability to pull out races in the last
couple of yards. We did swim well
in pressure situations and as a

team, we're right on schedule with
our times," explained Helies.
In diving competition, brotheJS
Brett and Kent Cherrington
finished third and fourt h
respectively in both the l and 3
meter events.
"Driving up there (UVM) was 1
factor. I think we could've beate,
them at home," co-captah
Ferranti said. "Times from our
double session practices are
beginning to show up s 1
Saturday ' s meet wasn't a
disappointment by far.
The Wildcats have a tough week
ahead of them as they host three
1979-80 top New England
finishers. On Wednesday, UNH
takes on Bowdoin at 4 p.m., on
Friday UCONN (4 p.m.) and on
Saturday Southern Connecticut (2
p .m.). In last season's New
Englands, Southern Connecticut
finished second and UCONN t.ook
third ...These three meets will be
tough but I think there will be a lot
of close races in each of them," sai
Landry.
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Fall to eleventh in ECAC

Saints bring 'Cats to knees a third time, 6-1

By Gerry Miles
They did it again!
For the fifth consecutive time in
two years, former ECAC cellar
dwellers, St. Lawrence University,
handled the University of New
Hampshire in Appleton Arena
Saturd_ay, 6-1.
.
.
Agam. the nemesis was Samt
goalie Gary Laskowski who
sandwiched first and third period
blankings around Mike Waghome's ~ec{?nd period goal.
Laskowski was also responsible
for_ the 6--0 Auld Lang Syne
whitewash on December 30.
In addition, the Saints got twogoal productions from Steve
Rhodes, Doug Bymark, and Brad
MacDonald to provide more than
adequate fire power to stymie
UN H.
••we came out skating, "
understated first year coach Mike
McShane. ••The first period was
pretty good, then we got on them
(UNH). We were due to have a
•good game."
The win snaps a four game
tailspin for SLU, while UNH had a
three game win streak of its own
ended. UNH is now 6-7 in the
ECAC and posts a 12-9 overall
mark while the Saints, playing the
role of spoiler, upped their mark to
l l-9-2 and 5-5-1 in the ECAC.
After a busy week traveling in
which they fell apart to lose to BU,
McShane had welcomed the
week's rest.
'"You get tired ," McShane said.
"We needed it, really. After five in
a row, we were due to have a good
game."
UN H got off to a bad start in the
opening 60 seconds-that was pretty
much indicative of the 59 minutes
to follow, when Bymark took a

long lea,d pass in full stride and··•
1
if
---- ·
slipped a low shot from the right
side pass Greg Moffett's stick just
inside the post at 27 seconds. ·
Bymark's two goal night was a
pleasant surprise to all including
McShane.
••He hadn't b~en playing very
well, and we decided to give him a
rest", McShane said ...lt was his
best effort all year. He really came
through for us."
"It . was a nice way to come
back," Bymark agreed afterwards.
•·1 was in the right places."
Saints penalties ended the first
period and carried over well into
the second stanza, but UNH was
unable to take advantage of the
breaks, as the first two ••man-up"
opportunities were unsuccessful.
Rhodes gave St. Lawrence a 2--0
lead when UNH had trouble
moving the puck out of its own
end. Waghorne got his fourth goal
of the year to cut the lead in half.
Unfortunately, that was all that
the Wildcats were going to be able
to put past Laskowski. UNH
probably left Canton feeling like
the Maine team that was
dominated Tuesday evening. Tht
Saints outshot the 'Cats 40-25, and ·
kept Moffett occupied all night UNH pepp!red_ the Maine goal for ten scores one week ago, as UM O's Jeff Nord (30) well knows. The 'Cats were
wondering where the puck would not so prohfic ma 6-1 loss to St. Lawrence Saturday night. (Henri Barber photo)
be coming from next.
MacDonald ended any hopes Barth missed on a penalty.
Rhodes answered with his of h'is fierce fore-checking team.
second at 17:35 from a scramble in "We had to stay with them, so we ~or a comeba_ck scoring his second shot midway through the -ff~;l
front to push the lead to 3- l to also had our defensemen, who are m a four minute span. His first period after successfully deking
capable of moving the puck up ice came on his third rebound attempt Laskowski out of position.
close out the period.
past a flurry of activity in front of
"I was very lucky," admitted
SLU then pumped home three too."
•• And, of course, we kept the Moffett, as did his second. That L a s k o w s k 'i a ft e r i n t h e
unanswered goals in the third to
reassure the 3.000 fans that they puck in their end," McShane came on extra effort with lockerroom ... I was down and out
MacDonald finally flipping the of position and he missed."
did in fact have UNH's number added.
Bymark led off the .third period rebound past a down and out
UNH will have to put together
and mode of operation.
three st~ong periods like they did
"We checked them well in the when he took a quick break and Moffett in heavy traffic.
UN H's chance to get back on the
middle of the ice and stayed with tucked the puck past Moffett for a
board went aw~--h whP.n Frank HOCKEY, page 26
them all the time.'' said McShane 4-l lead.

-

Controversi al call nips 'Cats

Smith heats UNH
by a point 'officia lly'
By Sue Valenza
A "Flu-stricken" UNH women's
swim team came within a single
point of defeating powerhouse
Smith in a 70.5-69.5 contest
Saturday ·a fternoon.
The Wildcats went into the day's
final event (200 freestyle relay)
down by a point. The time at the
finish indicated UN H had won the
race by 4/ IO0's of a second but a
judges' decision resolved that the
race was a tie with Smith and UNH
sharing the event's points. Such a
decision left the Wildcats still
behind by one and the meet's loser
by that very same pomt.
Poor officiation throughout the
contest may have made the
difference for UNH but several
Wildcats still came up with
outstanding swims. Liz Page,
Kathryn Johnson, Ann Sullivan,
and Lisi Baldwin teamed up for the
••win" in the 200 free relay taking a
second off the standard that had
earlier qualified them for the
upcoming AJA W Division ll
Nationals.
,
Sullivan, only a freshman.
blazed to a 2:00.54 second place
finish in the 200 free breaking a
long-standing team record . She
was touched out for the win by less
than half a second .

Otber top finishes for UN H
came trom senior tri-captain Sue
Herskovitz. ( l st 50 breast, 2nd 200
& 100 IM), junior Carol Hickey
( 100 back 1st, 100 f]y 3rd), Lisi
Baldwin (100 breast 1st), and
Whitney Semple (50 back 2nd).
"We all felt there was some bias
involved. Some of it was ob, 1ous

which really made it worse because
there was nothing we could do
about it," said head coach Carol
Lowe.
·•we're not thinking of our meet
at Smith as a loss. We know we
out-swam them. The officials were
unsure·of a lot of rules and 1t really
did us in," explained Herskovitz.
.. We did some spe'ctacular times
considering the three-hour drive
and some peoples' flu , and the
divers did awesome."
Freshman Linda Paternoster
nailed a first place finish ahead of
Smith's Barbara Kin~ in the 3meter competition. King wa s last
year's New England champion in
that event. Liz Leigh took third in
the 3-meter and a strong second in
the I-meter. Beth Hafey finished
third behind Leigh in the I-meter
event.
..The judges' decision in the final
event was rough to handle but
everyone should be proud of how
they swam . Liz Page came off a
recent knee injury and swam really
well," noted tri-captain Mary
Hurd.
By Chris Wuensch
The Wildcats return to action
this Friday night in what promi ·es
The UNH women's gymnastics
to be the season's most exciting team easily defeated
the University
meet , when they host the of Maryland
129.65-122.3 in the
University of Maine beginning at
Wildcat' first home meet Qf the
7:00 p.m.
season. After trailing by 0. 1 at the
.. Against Smith we could have
conclusion of the first event.
very easil}' given up early but the
vaulting , the Cats pulled
whole team stuck it out. Now.
themselves together to win the
wf re really psyched for Maine.
remaining three.
We 're looking forward to some
Vaulting is usually one of
good competition which ~ill UNH's
strongest events and,
hopetully give us some New although
they were behind in
England and 1\ational 4ualifying · scoring, the
Wildcats gave an
time ·,'' Hi~key concluded .
impressive show of high caliber
vaults. Freshman Patti Shea,
senior Edie Sutton, and freshman
Jayne Dean performed Tsukal)aras, a half twist onto the horse with
a back flip off. Shea placed second
with an 8.75 and Sutton tied with
teammate Lucia Cancelmo at 8,65.
Maryland's Donna Mosley won

For All the Sports
cal/ 2-1920

Gymna sts spring past Maryla nd
the event _with a high flying handspring full twi ·t, scoring 9.0.
For Sutton, it was the first time
in two years she had thrown a
.. tsuk" in competition. "It was just
put into place under pressure. ·•1
want two strong vault s for
regionals," said Sutton. Sutton has
also been scoring in the mid 8 's
using a handspring-full .
Bars were a trouble spot for the
Wildcats and low scores were due
mostly to form breaks. Strong
performances by junior Ellen
Fahey, Cancelmo, and Dean ·were
marred by bent legs and extra
swings.
••we tried some new things on
bars with Lucia," said Goodspeed.
•·she put all her concentration on
the new part."
But Sutton and Shea
compensated to lift the Wildcals
above to a 1.5 point lead. Sutton

placed first with an 8.25, showing
her strong swinging ability. Shea
was second at 7.95.
UNH was the team to watch on
beam as their routines dazzled the
crowd ~ith front and back ilips
and full twisting dismounts. Dean
had one fall, but an overall solid
performance earned her an 8. 15.
Cancelmo had the most exciting
routine of the meet as she nailed a
front flip, a back flip, uniquely
done to her knees, and a powerful
full twisting dismount for a fir t
place 8.65
•·we didn't know what to
expect," said Coach Gail
Goodspeed .. ·•They looked strong
in warm-ups and threw many more
tricks than we expected, but they
didn't hit them in the meet."
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Sports
Penn State tough, bullies W-ildcats., 85- 72
By Bill Nader
They love their basketball at
Penn State. It is. of course, the
school of Joe Paterno, linebackers,
the Lambert Cup, and the annual
post-season trip to the best
available Bowl Game.
The Penn State basketball
program will never be the equal of
football, but basketball, Penn
State style, is just as physical a
game, only without the pads and
without the Paterno.
The Nittany Lions used their
nationally_ ranked man-to-man
defense that gang tackles any
opposing player who possesses a
high percentage shot to defeat
UNH, 85-72, at State College
Sunday afternoon.
"After awhile you grow weary of
it," said UNH sophomore Robin
Dixon. ••when you go to the
basket, instead of looking to score,
you're wondering who's coming.
I'm going to feel this one for at
least two days."
Penn State ( 14-6) has been
outscored from the floor only once
in 20 games. An opponent with an
open shot is usually drilled to the
floor, hel_ped up, and directed to
the foul hne.
U N H ( 4 -1 3) had m O re
opportunities from the line (30-43)
than points from the field (42).
After nine lead changes and five
ties, Penn State inserted 6-foot-5
freshman guard Brian Dean into
the game with the Nittany Lions
leading, 14-12.

Dean connected on all six of his
shots from the floor and added
four assists as Penn State
proceeded to open up a pair of 11
point leads before settling for a 4032 halftime lead.
"When I come into the game,
I'm supposed to help run ou·r
offense," said Dean. "Today my
role was to take the shots because
the shots were there."
In the second half UNH
concentrated on taking the shots
away from Dean, but 6-foot-7
backcourt mate, Rich Fetter.
silenced UNH coach Gerry Friel's
cries of "no shooter" by hitting six
of eight second half field goal
attempts on his way toa game high
21 points.
Friel scouted the Nittany Lions
on Saturday night in their 65-47
win against Westminster. Fetter
was held scoreless in that game.
With UNH trailing, 44-34,
junior forward Jack Burns ( 15
points, 9 rebounds) hit . a turnaround jumper in the lane and
came right back with a power
move to the basket that resulted in
a three-point play.
But a five point deficit was as
close as UNH could get. Dixon
kept UN H at that level with a
couple of strong drives to offset a
short jumper from David Griffin
and two free throws from Dean.
Finally, with 14:57 left to play
and the Nittany Lions leading, 4843, Penn State 6-foot-10 senior
Frank Brickowskichecked into the

game.
Brickowski, the team's leading
scorer averaging 14.4 points per
ga~e, had been benched for three
straight games by Penn State
coach Dick Harter.
During Brickowski's three game
visit to the doghouse, Penn State
outscored its below average
-opposition by a 240-144 margin.
But faced with a five point game
and with South C~rolina, Navy
and Pittsburgh coming up, Harter
had to put the big man back to
work.
Harter would not comment on
the benching of Brickowski. ••it
was Harter's decision," said
Brickowski.
Whatever the reason, the home
crowd of 1902 (well belowthe4042
av~rage) _went wha~ko when
~nckows~i t~ok off his w~rm-up
Jacket._ Fnel immediately signaled
for a timeout.
"'They needed a spark at that
point," said Friel. "The fact that he
was there, everybody went yeah,
and dug _in."
. Once m the game, Brickowski
didn't do anything special, but
P~nn State did. The Nittany
Lions went on a 14-4 run behind
n~ne points from Fetter to gain the
bigg~st lead ?f the ga111e, 62-47.
Bnckowsk1, a physical player
who says physical basketball is the
"Penn State trademark," picked
up four fouls and a pair of three-

~f

·'
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Streak at 3

'Cats bedevil Bishop's, 75-71
By Lori Holmes
The Women's Basketball
team showed the consistency they
exhibited earlier in the season as
they pulled out their third
consecutive victory with an
impressive win over Bishop's
University, 75-71.
•'

The Lady Gaiters of Bishop's
entered the gym with a record of 26
and 2 including wins over
Dartmouth and U Mass and were
of 42 and 2 in the 79-80 season.
"The UNH team beat us with
thejr defense, we should of handled
their zones better," Bishop's Head
Coach Wayne Hussey said as his
team sunk only 43% from the floor
while the Wildcats managed 52%.
The Wildcats entered into an
early deficit 11-5, when UNH
Coach Cecelia Demarco switched
to changing zones defenses.
"Our defense was the key to the
game," Demarco said, as her 'Cats

forced Bishop's to shoot from tht:
perimeter.
The Wildcats also used their
defensive abi}j~y on the boards by
outrebounding Bishop's 37-28
with Junior Kathy Ladd jumping
for game high of 9 rebounds.
Ladd's mo~t important rebound
came with only 18 seconds left as
she stopped the 'Gaiters from tying
up the game.
"We finally got the ball inside
and played smart in the key,"
'Demarco said as she saw Junior
Martha Morrison and Senior
Cheryl Murtagh · pass for 8 and 7
assists respectively.
"The big girl (UNH freshman
Gail Jackson) hurt us inside",
Hussey. said, ••she managed to
dominate the key."
Jackson watched the game from
the bench for the 'first half but in
the second h~lf she netted 20 points
f~r the game high. Morrison and

Ladd were close behind with 16
points each.
••we wanted our freshmen to be
ready for February and we are
readv to yse them anytime"
Demarco said about her three firstyear players Jackson, Denise
Higgins and Amy Banks.
Demarco also gave recognition
to not only the team on the court
but the support of the rest of her
bench wbich she frequently turned
to for substitution.
"We beat them by pressuring
them to shoot outside and we took
away their game," co-captain
Patty Foster said. ••we have to
keep it up. we have a to.ugh
schedule ahe~d of us." .
"The rest of our games are
probably going to be 2 pointer,"
Demarco said as her team faces oft
...-.. against the University of Rhode
Island, Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in
Lundholm Gymnasium.

P enn State's Fnnk Brickowski (43) hits the deck in heavy going, as
UNH's Joe Raini~ and PSU's Dick Mumma (41) watch ball nestle in
net. (Bill Nader photo)

Record now 10-0

UNH keeps rolling,
wins weekend pair
By Sue Valenza
Sophomore defenseman Cheryl
Calder broke a 1-1 tie at the tailend
· of the second period to spark the
Wildcats' stunning 7-2 victory over
stub b orn Cortland State
University Saturday night. UNH
picked up a win earlier, defeating
Clarkson University 9-1 Friday.

scored for UNH while Marv
Mulligan notched a power play .
goal, Cortland State's second and
final tally.

Wildcat sophomore Marcy
Pannabecker opened up
Saturday's scoring just seven
minutes into the contest on assists
from Gaby Haroules and Calder
Cortland State's Beckey Percci
tied it up two minutes later and
although the Wildcat offense
clearly dominated the rest of the
period, the tie held fast.

Against Clarkson Friday night,
Diane Langlais, Lorie. Hutchinson, Marcy Pannabecker, and
Robin Balducci eacp picked up a
pair of goals· while senior Kathy
Bryant notched a single tally in
the 9-1 Wild_cat romp.

UNH came out strong in the
second stanza firing 19 shots at
Dragon goaltender Julie Murray.
Murray came up with some
brilliant stops until interrupted by
Calder who skated in alone and
slid one by, some fifteen mintes
into the period.
.. We were really having some
problems putting it in the net.
Their goalie (Murray) was
excellent,·· said Calder.

I

t

UNU's Robin Balducci (11) gets an ice-level view as the Cortland State defense skates the purk away from in
front of CSU's goaltender Julie Murray. (Tim Lorette photo)

The Wildcats came alin: us
Pannabecker scored a -minute after
Calder tallied the go-ahead goal. to
make it UNH 3- 1 at the end of two.
The Wildcats· strength carried
over into the final period with four
goals coming aroun9 a wave of
penalties. Freshman Terry Strack,
·sara Richards, juniors Cindy
McKay. and Diane Langlais

Senior Donna Nystrom was in
goal for the Wildcats stopping 9
shots· while Murray totaled 45
saves in the contest.

The contest had its share of
excitement, however. as junior
goaltender Lynn Walsh came up
with several outstanding saves
behind a htltering third period
defense. Clarkson showed
defensive strengths as well,
shutting down numerous U_NH
scoring opportunities. The Golden
Knights scored their lone goal with
just six minutes remaining folding
any hopes of a UNH shutout.
Walsh registered 11 saves for the
Wildcats.
"On Saturday we started off
slowly but the team sh-owed a lot of
character and hung in there.
Cheryl's goal was the nicest one
I've ever seen," Walsh said.
The Wildcats take their 10-0
season record to Providence
College this Friday and then it's on
to Princeton University Saturday.
Providence. 12-1. lost it.s only
game to Northeastern in overtime.
UN H defeated Providence for the
EAIA W Regional crown last year.

